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Welcome to the Annual report of the ieA implement-

ing Agreement on Ocean energy systems (ieA-Oes) 

for the year 2007. the report provides an overview of 

activities of the executive committee of the ieA-Oes 

and its member/observing countries to enable the 

deployment of ocean renewable energy technologies 

worldwide. this is the first year of the second five-year 

mandate of the ieA-Oes, and this year our program 

focused on conversion technologies for producing 

electricity from ocean waves, marine currents, tidal 

barrages, ocean temperature gradients and ocean 

salinity gradients, as well as other ways to utilize this 

renewable resource, such as the production of port-

able water through desalination. i am very pleased to 

report the progress in our portfolio and the continuing 

growth in participation.

interest in ieA-Oes membership continues. the year 

started with addition of three new member countries, 

norway, germany and mexico, bringing total member-

ship to 12 for the implementing Agreement. Other 

countries are also in the process of becoming mem-

bers. For the first time, individuals representing coun-

tries from five continents participated in the meeting 

of the executive committee.

in order to enhance the technology development and 

deployment collaboration with south Africa and brazil, 

representatives of the ieA-Oes participated in the ieA 

networks of expertise on energy technologies (neet) 

initiatives held in 2007.

Over the past year, there has been tremendous activity 

in information exchange and dissemination, including 

limited research and developmental activities. 2007 

saw the successful completion of wave data cata-

logues. significant progress in developing an informa-

tion dvd for various stakeholders and an online library 

for relevant publications is noteworthy. this year we 

also extended an existing Annex on developing guide-

lines for conversion devices and initiated a new Annex 

on integration of ocean energy to electrical grids. An 

expert workshop on environmental issues associated 

with ocean energy conversion process was also held.

in co-operation with other interested groups and or-

ganizations, the ieA-Oes held specific discussions 

with the ieA renewable energy technology deploy-

ment (retd) implementing Agreement, approached 

retd for collaborative policy-related activities and 

participated in the workshops of the ieA expert com-

mittee on integration of renewable to electrical grids. 

We also actively supported the international electro-

technical commission (iec) initiative to develop rel-

evant standards for the development of a new indus-

trial sector.

As part of our outreach and communication strategy, 

the ieA-Oes participated in the ieA ministerial tech-

nology Fair in Paris and cosponsored a symposium on 

water and energy in mexico. various members spoke 

on the current collaborative activities of the imple-

menting Agreement at several national and interna-

tional workshops, symposiums and conferences.

 

in 2007, the management of the common fund of the 

ieA-Oes was transferred to the Wave energy centre 

in Portugal. 

by the end of 2007, more than 25 countries were in-

volved in ocean renewable energy technology de-

velopment activities. Although continued and new 

government policies and initiatives from the united 

Kingdom, Portugal and ireland for enabling the com-

mercialisation of ocean energy technologies in 2007 

are noteworthy, the lack of targeted national priori-

ties and policies for ocean energy by other countries 

remains a major barrier for developing and deploying 

reliable ocean renewable energy technologies. 

i look forward to 2008 with enthusiasm, in particular 

to see more active collaboration through the Annexes 

as well as with other implementing Agreements. i ea-

gerly anticipate the deployment of multi-unit mW-size 

wave and tidal current technologies, and welcome 

countries such as south Africa, brazil, Korea, china, 

new Zealand, spain, sweden and italy as they become 

members of this implementing Agreement. 

i take this opportunity to thank all executive commit-

tee members, Operating Agents and experts for their 

dedicated efforts and contributions to the collabora-

tive work and success of ieA-Oes.

gouri bhuyan
chairman

Chairman’s Message
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Executive Summary

the ieA Ocean energy systems 2007 Annual report 

reviews the progress of the activities in the imple-

menting Agreement for co-operation in research and 

development on Ocean energy systems (ieA-Oes) un-

der the auspices of the international energy Agency 

(ieA)*, during the year 2007.

the international energy Agency (ieA) was estab-

lished as an autonomous body within the Organisa-

tion for economic co-operation and development 

(Oecd) in 1974 to implement an international energy 

program  and act as Policy Advisor to countries on en-

ergy, including renewable energy. today the ieA has 26 

member countries. the ieA provides a framework for 

42 international collaborative energy research, devel-

opment and demonstration projects known as imple-

menting Agreements.

the ieA Ocean energy systems implementing Agree-

ment (ieA-Oes) is a collaborative venture among vari-

ous member countries – canada, belgium, denmark, 

germany, ireland, Japan, mexico, norway, Portugal, 

united Kingdom, the usA – and the european commis-

sion. 

chapter 1 of this report gives an overview of the IEA-

OES: its membership, the executive committee (exco) 

meetings and actual collaborative tasks (Annexes), 

highlighting the major achievements in 2007. the 

outcomes of the three collaborative tasks of the ieA-

Oes: i) collection and dissemination of information, ii) 

guidelines for prototype testing and iii) grid integra-

tion, are presented in chapter 2. 

An overview of the global ocean resource and tech-

nology maturity of various ocean energy systems is 

presented in chapter 3. several tidal barrage plants, 

with a capacity up to 240 mW, are operating on a com-

mercial basis worldwide, and new initiatives on this 

type of development are in progress in various coun-

tries. several ocean wave technologies are expecting 

pre-commercial deployment in europe. A number of 

demonstration projects in the range of 1 to 3 mW are 

awaiting deployment throughout the world, especially 

wave and tidal (marine) current projects. conversion 

technologies for harnessing energy associated with 

ocean thermal gradients (Otec) and salinity gradients 

are at the research and early developmental stage.

chapter 4 gives an overview of ocean energy sup-

porting policies based on information provided by the 

ieA-Oes members and key representatives from other 

countries. 

Environmental issues related with ocean energy sys-

tems started being discussed in the ieA-Oes as an area 

where collaborative research is needed. the first ex-

pert meeting organised by the ieA-Oes with relevant 

experts from several countries took place in novem-

ber 2007 in conjunction with the 13th exco meeting in 

messina. this topic is addressed in chapter 5 with a 

view of present reality.

chapter 6 presents a summary from each IEA-OES 

member country and representatives from some 

other countries on national programs, governmen-

tal initiatives for the promotion and development of 

ocean energy, relevant research activities, ocean en-

ergy projects taking place in the country, research, 

development and demonstration (rd&d) investment 

and relevant national association activities during the 

year. several governmental initiatives were launched 

in 2007 towards the development of technologies and 

market for ocean energy. 

Ana brito-melo
secretary to the executive committee

*the ieA-Oes also known as the implementing Agreement on Ocean energy systems functions within a framework created by the international en-
ergy Agency (ieA). views, findings and publications of the ieA-Oes do not necessarily represent the views or policies of the ieA secretariat or of all its 
individual member countries.
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IEA-OES 

the implementing Agreement on Ocean energy systems (ieA-Oes) is one of eleven ieA implementing 

Agreements within the renewable energy domain of the international energy Agency. implementing 

Agreements are supervised by the ieA committee on energy research and technology (cert). 

the ieA-Oes was set up in October 2001. the work program for the first five-year term (2002-2006) of 

the ieA-Oes implementing Agreement was completed and the implementing Agrement has entered 

its second 5-year term (2007-2011) mandate.

Mission of the IEA-OES

to facilitate and co-ordinate ocean energy research, 

development and demonstration through inter-

national co-operation and information exchange, 

leading to the deployment and commercialisation of 

sustainable, efficient, reliable, cost-competitive and 

environmentally sound ocean energy technologies.

1. Ocean Energy Systems Program

Governing Board

Energy technology Informative Center
Working Party

IMPLEMENTING 
AGREEMENTS

Bioenergy

Geothermal

Hydrogen

Hydropower

Ocean Energy Systems

Photovoltaic Power Systems

Renewable Energy Technology

Deployment

Solar Heating and Cooling

SolarPACES

Wind Energy Systems

Fossil Fuel Technologies
Working Party

Nuclear Fusion Technologies
Working Party

Energy End-Use Technologies
Working Party

Renewable Energy Technologies
Working Party

Committee on Energy Research 
and Technologiy (CERT)

5 Working Parties
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Strategic Objectives 
(2007-2011)

1. to actively encourage and support the develop-

ment of networks of participants involved in rd&d, 

prototype testing and deployment, policy develop-

ment and implementation, and facilitate networking 

opportunities.

2. to become a trusted source of objective informa-

tion and be effective in disseminating such informa-

tion to ocean energy stakeholders, policymakers and 

the public.

3.to promote and facilitate collaborative research, 

development and demonstration to identify and ad-

dress barriers to, and opportunities for, the develop-

ment and deployment of ocean energy technologies.

4. to promote policies and procedures consistent 

with sustainable development.

5. to promote the harmonisation of standards, meth-

odologies, terminologies and procedures where 

such harmonisation will facilitate the development 

of ocean energy.

Membership

in 2007 germany, mexico and norway joined the ieA-

Oes. representatives from brazil, indonesia, swe-

den and south Africa participated in meetings of the 

executive committee for the first time in 2007.

in the October 2007 exco meeting, new Zealand, 

sweden, and south Africa were officially invited by 

the ieA-Oes executive committee. 

Further, in October 2007, the chair received an ex-

pression of interest to join the ieA-Oes from the 

government of spain, and a positive indication from 

the government of brazil at the neet workshop in 

brazil (november 2007). by electronic voting on 28 

december 2007, exco made a decision to formally in-

vite spain and brazil to join the ieA-Oes. 

 Year Country Contracting party

 2001 denmark ministry of transport and energy, danish energy Authority

 2001 Portugal instituto nacional de engenharia tecnologia e inovação (ineti)

 2001 united Kingdom department of trade and industry (dti)

 2002 ireland sustainable energy ireland (sei)

 2002 Japan saga university

 2003 canada Powertech labs inc.

 2003 european commission commission of european communities

 2005 united states of America united states department of energy (dOe)

 2006 belgium Federal Public service economy

 2007 germany the government of the Federal republic of germany

 2007 mexico the government of mexico

 2007 norway the research council of norway

table 1.1. contracting parties to the ieA-Oes (status: end 2007)
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13th ExCo meeting

16-17 October 2007, Messina, Italy

this meeting was held at the foundation Orcynus 

Orca in messina (sicilia/italy), and was hosted by 

Ponte di Archimede, a company that carries out field 

research and experiments on a platform equipped 

with a patented Kobold turbine moored in the strait 

of messina. this project harnesses the energy of ma-

rine currents (the enermAr project). Prof. António 

Fiorentino from Ponte di Archimede, who has been 

attending previous exco meetings as an Observer, 

was the local organiser of the meeting.

Following the exco meeting, the members and ob-

servers visited the Kobold turbine in the strait of 

messina. the group also visited the cavitation tun-

nel scale model of Ponte di Archimede, in which the 

turbine has been tested.

Further a workshop, “environmental issues and 

Ocean energy systems”, was organised by the Al-

ternate member from canada, ms. melanie nadeau, 

with presentations of 10 invited experts from eight 

countries (canada, denmark, germany, norway, Por-

tugal, sweden, the usA and uK) to initiate the dis-

cussion for a future Annex under this topic.

Executive Committee Meetings 

the work program within the implementing Agreement is co-ordinated by an executive committee (exco), which 

in turn is typically represented by a federal department or its nominees from member countries. under the ieA-

Oes, the exco develops the strategy to pursuit and establishes collaborative programs. the exco meets twice 

every year. the 2007 exco meetings were held in mexico city (march 2007) and in messina, italy (October 2007).

12th ExCo meeting

20-21 March 2007, UNAM, Mexico City, Mexico

this meeting was held at the universidad Autónoma 

de méxico (unAm) in mexico city, hosted by unAm. 

the mexican delegate, mr. gerardo hiriart, was the 

local organiser of the meeting. 

the meeting corresponded with a two-day interna-

tional symposium, “Water and energy: energies from 

the Ocean and desalination”, (22-23 march 2007) at 

unAm. the first day of the symposium was devoted 

to presentations by the ieA member and observer 

countries and the second day was devoted to pres-

entations by other organisations involved in ocean 

energy activities.

members and observers at the 12th ieA-Oes exco meeting  
mexico city, mexico

members and observers at the 13th ieA-Oes exco meeting  
messina, italy
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Work program

collaboration has taken place through three specific 

tasks, known as Annexes (table 1.2). Progress under 

these tasks is described in chapter 2.

task 1 was initially established for a five-year term. 

during 2006 the executive committee voted to extend 

this task indefinitely and to make participation com-

pulsory for all contracting parties to the implement-

ing Agreement. task 2, in its initial phase, covered 

testing facilities and testing procedures in order to 

develop guidelines for the presentation of technical 

design and data, and for the assessment of system 

performance. A first report, “development of recom-

mended Practices for testing and evaluating Ocean 

energy systems, 2003”, focused on tank-testing scale 

models, providing overviews of testing facilities and 

Task 1

Review, Exchange and Dissemination of Information on Ocean Energy Systems

Operating Agent: ineti, Portugal

Task 2

Development of Recommended Practices for Testing and Evaluating Ocean Energy Systems

Operating Agent: the ministry of environment and energy, danish energy Agency, acting through rAmbØll, denmark 

Task 3

Integration of Ocean Energy Plants into Distribution and Transmission Electrical Grids

Operating Agent: Powertech labs inc., canada

table 1.2. cooperative research tasks in 2007 defined in Annexes to the ieA-Oes

 Country Task 1  Task 2 Task 3

  dissemination   recommended integration
  of information   Practices in electrical grids

 belgium x x

 canada x x x.OA

 denmark x x.OA

 european commission x

 germany x 

 ireland x x x

 Japan x

 mexico x x

 norway x x

 Portugal x.OA

 united Kingdom x x x

 united states of America x x

table 1.3. Participation of member countries in Annexes during 2007 (OA indicates Operating Agent that manages the task)

guidelines for testing in ieA-Oes member countries, 

assessing preliminary cost and presenting results. in 

2006, this task was extended for an additional three-

year period (2007-2009) to develop guidelines for eval-

uating performance of prototype conversion systems 

in open sea, using a cost-shared scheme among the 

participating contracting parties. task 3 was formally 

approved by the exco in november 2006 and early in 

February 2007 the work program was finalised based 

on the outputs of a kick-off meeting with experts from 

several organisations.
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•	 New	 IEA-OES	 publication – The report, “Wave 

Data Catalogue, 2007”, compiled country-by-

country reviews of wave data in IEA-OES mem-

ber countries, prepared by INETI, Portugal, was 

published.

•	 Ocean	 Energy	 Glossary – A glossary defining 

main terms in the field of wave energy, marine 

current energy, tidal energy, OTEC and salinity 

gradient was prepared during 2007 by the col-

laborative action of the IEA-OES and the Euro-

pean-funded project, “Coordinated Action on 

Ocean Energy” (CA-OE). 

•	 Active	 Collaboration	 with	 the	 Renewable	

	Energy	Technology	Deployment	Implementing	

Agreement	(RETD	IA) – RETD agreed to include 

wave energy in its recent model developed for 

estimating society costs and benefits related to 

renewable energy deployment by end of 2007. 

The IEA-OES received an invitation from the 

RETD to collaborate in a project intended to ac-

celerate the deployment of offshore renewable 

energy technologies. 

•	 IEA’s	“Integration	of	Renewables	into	Electric-

ity	Grids”	Project – The IEA-OES participated in 

an IEA project with the aim to provide insight 

into technical and policy issues in this area. 

•	 Statistical	 information	 on	 Ocean	 Energy – In 

order to provide authoritative information to 

the IEA publications, the members began to 

compile data on the following: i) Global Ocean 

Power Installed Capacity, ii) RD&D Investment 

in Ocean Energy and iii) Global Resource.

•	 Increased	Membership – In 2007, three coun-

tries joined the IEA-OES: Germany, Norway and 

Mexico. Mexico was one of the IEA’s targeted 

countries for enhanced R&D collaborations.

•	 Co-sponsored	an	 International	Symposium	on	

Water	and	Energy	in	Mexico	City.

•	 Spread	of	the	IEA-OES	worldwide – During 2007, 

there was a notable increase in the observering 

countries attending Executive Committee meet-

ings: Sweden, South Africa, Indonesia and Rus-

sia attended the ExCo meetings for the first time 

this year. Further, the governments of Spain and 

Brazil expressed interest in joining the IEA-OES, 

New Zealand started the IEA-OES membership 

process, and representatives from Korea, China 

and Italy continued efforts in their respective 

countries to join the IEA-OES.

•	 Launch	of	Annex	III	–	Integration	of	Ocean	En-

ergy	Systems	into	Electrical	Grids – This annex, 

managed by Powertech Labs of Canada, entered 

in force in early 2007.

•	 Environmental	 issues – The first workshop to 

discuss environmental issues related to Ocean 

Energy Systems was organised by the IEA-OES. 

Representatives from several countries attend-

ed this workshop and shared their work; their 

presentations served as strong foundations for 

later discussions. 

•	 Leadership	 Role	 in	 Supporting	 Establishment	

of	an	International	Standardisation	Committee 

– The ExCo held discussions and made specific 

recommendation to the Standard Management 

Board of the International Electrotechnical Com-

mission (IEC) in establishing a new Technical Com-

mittee (IEC TC 114) to develop relevant standards 

for wave and tidal current energy converters. 

Highlights	in	2007

The milestones of the 2007 work program can be summarised as follows:

Fund	Administration

Since January 2007, the IEA-OES common fund has been managed by the Wave Energy Centre in Portugal. The 

annual contribution to the common fund by each member country is 7000 Euros. The common fund provides 

financial resources for managing the Executive Committee and the Secretariat. It additionally covers dissemi-

nation activities expenses under Annex I (editions of documents and newsletter, maintenance of website, etc). 

Annex I is a mandatory Annex in which participants assign specific resources and personnel to carry out the 

work. Annex II and Annex III are based on cost-shared and task-shared activities. There is a participation fee 

for each of the Annexes. The budget associated with the Annexes is managed by the respective Operating 

Agent of the Annex.
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2. Task Status Reports

Annex I: Review, Exchange and Dissemination of Information on Ocean Energy Systems

Operating Agent: instituto nacional de engenharia e tecnologia e inovação (ineti), Portugal

Overall objective
the objective of this task is to collate, review and fa-

cilitate the exchange and dissemination of informa-

tion on the technical, economic, environmental and 

social aspects of ocean energy systems. this available 

knowledge should facilitate further development and 

adoption of cost-effective ocean energy systems. in 

addition, the results of this task will facilitate iden-

tification of further Annexes, as well as continuing 

to promote information exchange. Ocean waves and 

marine currents energy systems (“waves and currents 

systems“) are the current priority.

List of countries participating in the Annex
this Annex is a mandatory Annex of the ieA-Oes. 

Activities in 2007

the complete list of activities undertaken under  

this Annex and status by end of 2007 is presented in 

table 2.1.

ANNEX I – TASKS DELIvERAbLE STATuS

Task 1.1: Dissemination material  

subtask 1.1.1: Website  continuing

subtask 1.1.2: newsletter  continuing

subtask 1.1.3: informative poster for exhibitions ieA-Oes document no: t01.1.3 completed

subtask 1.1.4: glossary on ocean energy  ieA-Oes document no: t01.1.4 continuing

subtask 1.1.5: On-line reference library  continuing

subtask 1.1.6: development of an informational dvd  initiated in 2007

Task 1.2: Publications  

subtask 1.2.1: Wave and marine current energy – status and 

research and development Priorities (2003) ieA-Oes document no: t01.2.1 completed

subtask 1.2.2: review and analysis of ocean energy 

systems development and supporting policies (2006) ieA-Oes document no: t01.2.2 completed

subtask 1.2.3: Wave data catalogue (2007) ieA-Oes document no: t01.2.3 completed

Task 1.3: IEA-OES workshops, co-sponsored symposiums and organisations of site visits  

subtask 1.3.1: Workshop, “Ocean energy the international 

energy Agency, united Kingdom and european commission 

Programs”, thistle hotel, brighton, uK, 30 October 2002  completed

subtask 1.3.2: Open session on national Activities, 

ineti, lisbon, 26 February 2004  completed

subtask 1.3.3: Workshop, “grid integration of Ocean energy systems”,

danish energy Agency, copenhagen, 5 november 2005  completed

subtask 1.3.4: co-sponsored symposium, “canada and the World 

of Ocean renewable energy”, royal bc museum, victoria, 

bc, may 4-5, 2006  completed

subtask 1.3.5: co-sponsored symposium, “Water and energy: 

energies from the Ocean and desalination”, unAm,

mexico city, 22-23 march 2007  completed

subtask 1.3.6: Workshop, “environmental issues and Ocean 

energy systems”, 18 October 2007, university of messina, italy ieA-Oes document no: t01.3.6 completed

subtask 1.3.7: site visit to a tidal stream plant turbine 

Kobold from Ponte di Archimede, messina, 17 October 2007  completed
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•  sustainable development commission studying 

tidal power in the uK, by Karla hill, sustainable 

development commission, UK

•  the 7th european Wave and tidal energy conference 

in Porto, Portugal, september 2007, by António F. 

O. Falcão, instituto superior técnico, Portugal

•  Ocean energy Activities in mexico, by gerardo 

hiriart, unAm, Mexico

•  “Ocean energy is making Waves in renewable en-

ergy” by Kathryn Jeffery, Oceanenergy limited, 

Ireland

Subtask 1.1.3: Informative poster for exhibitions

A second poster was produced during 2007 and pre-

sented at exhibitions. the former poster just covered 

waves and tidal current energy and this new one is fo-

cused further on tidal, Otec and salinity gradient.

table 2.1. list of subtasks under Annex i

Subtask 1.1.1: Website

the website www.iea-oceans.org is the first source of 

information about the activities of the ieA-Oes. it pro-

vides easy access to its major ieA-Oes documents: An-

nex descriptions, reports, newsletter, membership in-

formation as well as notification of upcoming events. 

Subtask 1.1.2: Newsletter

A printed, colour newsletter is prepared by the secre-

tary and available on the website every six months to 

present national activities on ocean energy. members 

provide material of interest to the secretary and en-

sure that the newsletter reaches its target audience 

in the respective countries. Further, a brief section in-

cludes an update of the technologies “going to the sea”. 

nine issues of the newsletter had been published by the 

end of 2007. 

the following national developments in the participat-

ing countries can be found in the two newsletters pub-

lished in 2007:

•  ceOdOurO Project – implementation of a break-

water integrated OWc power plant in Oporto, 

Portugal, by João maciel, edP inovação, Portugal

•  international symposium on Water and energy: 

”energies from the Ocean and desalination”, by 

gerardo hiriart, unAm, Mexico

•  tidal current energy developments in china, by l. 

Zhang and  K. sun, harbin engineering university, 

China

Task 1.1: Dissemination material

ANNEX I – TASKS Deliverable/Ref Doc. Status

Task 1.4: Participation in relevant events

subtask 1.4.1: Presentations in conferences and publications

Paper published at Proc. of the european Wave energy 

conference (2003) ieA-Oes document no: t01.4.1 completed

Paper published at Proc. of the 6eWtec, glasgow, uK (2005) ieA-Oes document no: t01.4.2 completed

Paper published at Proc. of Wrec, (2005) ieA-Oes document no: t01.4.3 completed

Paper published at Proc.of the int. conf. on Ocean energy, 

bremenhaven, (2006) ieA-Oes document no: t01.4.4 completed

Paper published at Proc. of the 26th OmAe conference, (2007) ieA-Oes document no: t01.4.5 completed

Paper published at Proc. of the 17th isOPe conference, (2007) ieA-Oes document no: t01.4.6 completed

Paper published at the 7eWtec conference, Porto, 

Portugal, (2007) ieA-Oes document no: t01.4.7 completed

Task 1.5: Ocean energy statistical information  

subtask 1.5.1: global Ocean Power installed capacity ieA-Oes document no: t01.5.1 initiated in 2007

subtask 1.5.2: rd&d investment in Ocean energy ieA-Oes document no: t01.5.2 initiated in 2007

subtask 1.5.3: global Wave and tidal current resource ieA-Oes document no: t01.5.3 initiated in 2007

subtask 1.5.4: economics of the Ocean energy ieA-Oes document no: t01.5.4 initiated in 2007

Task 1.6: Collaborative actions  

subtask 1.6.1: collaboration with the iec – tc 114  initiated in 2007

subtask 1.6.2: collaboration with the ieA retd  initiated in 2007

subtask 1.6.3: collaboration with the ieA project, 

“integration of renewables into electricity grids”  initiated in 2007
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Subtask 1.1.4: Glossary on ocean energy

the Ocean energy glossary was prepared under the 

co-ordinated Action on Ocean energy (cA-Oe), a 

three-year project (2005-2007) established and sup-

ported by funding from european commission sixth 

Framework research Program for energy environ-

ment and sustainable development. the primary aim 

of this glossary is to provide an efficient reference to 

the ocean energy specific terms for professionals and 

the general public. Further, it is meant to give some 

contribution to promoting better practice and use of 

common concepts in the ocean energy field. given the 

role of international organisations in promoting the 

use of “standard” concepts, the ieA-Oes proposed, 

in collaboration with the cA-Oe project, to develop a 

glossary to influence harmonisation of terminology in 

Ocean energy. the Ocean energy glossary contains a 

comprehensive set of definitions of the main terms in 

the field of wave energy, marine current energy (tidal 

stream), tidal energy, Otec and salinity gradient. the 

definitions in the Ocean energy glossary are primarily 

based on the comprehensive marine energy glossary 

that was developed by entec uK ltd in partnership 

with the carbon trust (2005)1. While initial elabora-

tion of the glossary and interpolation towards the first 

published version was completed by december 2007 

within the cA-Oe project, the updating will be done 

under ieA-Oes.

Subtask 1.1.5: On-line Reference Library

the On-line reference library developed at ineti dur-

ing 2007 it is under finalisation. 

Subtask 1.1.6: Development of an informational DVD

in 2007 started the preparation of the dvd on Ocean 

energy with the objective to promote ocean energy as a 

viable energy resource, and educate decision makers as 

well as the public about what ocean energy is and how 

it can contribute to sustainable energy production. 

1 http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/technology/technologyaccelerator/glossary.htm

Subtask 1.2.3: Wave Data Catalogue for Resource 

Assessment

this catalogue was prepared by the Portuguese dele-

gate, dr teresa Pontes from ineti, under the frame-

work of the ieA-Oes. this document provides an 

overview of wave data appropriate for wave energy 

resource assessment and characterisation; the data is 

available in the ieA-Oes member countries. in addition  

to collating and comparing such information, the re-

port will serve to inform discussion on weather a new 

Annex on resource assessment should be pursued at 

this time.

the catalogue is based on existing wave data collected 

via a questionnaire provided to each member country, 

observers and targeted observers, and complemented 

by a web search, and focuses:

• in situ data: wave data collected by moored data 

buoys, measurements made from fixed platforms 

and their characteristics (location, water depth, 

availability);

• remote sensed data: satellite/radar in use and 

their characteristics (sensor, coverage, availabil-

ity, exact repeat period);

• Wind-wave numerical model results: their iden-

tification, description and coverage, as well as 

other technical information.

Task 1.2: Publications

the ieA-Oes disseminates publications on the ieA-

Oes website and through the ieA OPen energy tech-

nology bulletin (http://spider.iea.org/impagr/cip/

index.htm) which is a newsletter to disseminate the 

activities within the ieA’s energy technology and r&d 

community.
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Subtask 1.3.5: Co-sponsored Symposium “Water and 

Energy: Energies from the Ocean and Desalination”

the international symposium on Water and energy: 

energies from the Ocean and desalination was held 

during 22 and 23 march 2007 at the national univer-

sity of mexico (unAm), co-sponsored by the ieA-Oes. 

An average of 100 persons attended daily the two-

day meeting. thirty papers where presented from 18 

different countries and a round table at the end was 

organised with the participation of five mexican insti-

tutions where they discussed the necessary steps to 

improve the survey of currents, waves and tides in the 

national seas.

Presentations were made about the policies to pro-

mote the ocean energies by the united Kingdom, usA, 

canada, Portugal and germany. several presentations 

were made about technical developments by repre-

sentatives of brazil, Australia, Korea, italy, canada, 

germany, scotland, norway, denmark and Portugal. 

Other countries such as chile, russia and dominican 

republic, presented their vision about the future of 

those energies in their countries. the mexican delega-

tion presented the possibilities of tidal storage, tidal 

currents generation, wave pumping and generation, 

hydrothermal vents in the gulf of california to gener-

ate electricity and new ideas to desalinate sea water. 

According to the participants, it was a very good meet-

ing where the exchange of information and getting ac-

quainted with each other were the main points.

Task 1.3: IEA-OES workshops, co-sponsored 
symposiums and organisations of site vis-
its

symposium “Water and energy: energies from the Ocean and desalination”
Pat leahy Acting (director of the us geological survey), sergio Alcocer 
(director of the institute of engineering of unAm), ruben Flores (un-
dersecretary of electricity of the ministry of energy), and gouri bhuyan 
(ieA-Oes chairman).

Subtask 1.3.6: Workshop “Environmental Issues and 

Ocean Energy Systems”

the ieA-Oes held a workshop on 18 October, 2007 in 

messina, italy, entitled “Potential environmental im-

pacts and Ocean energy devices.” the workshop was 

held as a gathering of experts to identify environ-

mental research needs and areas for international 

collaboration on the issue of environmental impacts 

and ocean energy devices. expert representatives 

from various countries presented information on new 

ocean technologies, testing facilities, research re-

sults relating to environmental impacts, risk decision 

making, and lessons learned from demonstrations of 

ocean energy devices. Following the presentations, an 

open discussion period was held to identify priorities 

and to consider forming an annex to address research 

and development dealing with environmental effects: 

it was generally felt that the ieA – Oes can play a role 

in alleviating some of the potential environment-relat-

ed barriers facing ocean energy technology penetra-

tion. there seems to be a lack of understanding by 

stakeholders regarding the potential environmental 

impacts associated with these devices. 

A summary of the presentations from each of the in-

vited experts, main discussion topics and recommen-

dations are included in the Workshop Proceedings 

produced by national renewable energy laboratory 

(usA) & natural resources canada (canada). 

 

Subtask 1.3.7: Site visit to a tidal stream plant – 

Kobold turbine from Ponte di Archimede

since 2001, a pilot tidal turbine plant called enermAr 

has been moored in italy’s strait of messina, close to 

the sicilian coast, about 150 m offshore in waters 18 m 

to 25 m deep. this project was developed by “Ponte di 

Archimede s.p.A.” (messina, italy).

Ponte di Archimede (PdA) is planning on participating 

in some tasks of the ieA-Oes on behalf of italy. the 

13th executive committee meeting (October 2007) was 

hosted by PdA and included the organisation of a site 

visit to the pilot tidal plant.
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the purpose of the enermAr project is to demon-

strate the exploitation of marine currents by means 

of an innovative patented Kobold turbine. this turbine 

can be defined as a vertical axis hydro turbine able to 

convert the kinetic energy contained in the marine 

currents into mechanical energy. the numerical mod-

eling of the turbine to predict the turbine behavior 

and output rate was developed at the department of 

Aeronautical engineering of university of naples. this 

numerical activity was coupled with experimental ac-

tivities with wind tunnel tests of a larger model of the 

Kobold turbine. 

global efficiency of the system has been measured to 

be around 25%, computed as a ratio between the pro-

duced mechanical power and the theoretical power 

available in the current.

Ponte di Archimede is interested in exporting knowl-

edge of its device. studies are currently in progress 

to provide renewable energy to remote islands in the 

republic of china, the Philippines and indonesia by 

installing turbine farms of the patented enemAr sys-

tem. this is an ongoing project together with unidO – 

the united nations industrial development Organisa-

tion – and the governments of the three countries.

Task 1.4: Participation in relevant interna-
tional events and meetings

the ieA-Oes continued to strengthen its dissemina-

tion activities through presentations in events, confer-

ences and symposiums relevant to ocean energy. the 

chair and vice-chair attended various meetings and 

workshops organised by the ieA secretariat. members 

of the executive committee attended several national 

and international conferences and presented the ac-

tivities of the ieA-Oes during 2008.

UKERC (UK Energy Research Centre) road mapping 

event, Oxford (January 2007)

ieA-Oes vice-chair, mrs. Katrina Polaski, attended a 

two day workshop aimed to gain consensus around 

a research road map for ocean energy for the uK and 

for other jurisdictions. the workshop was organised by 

dr. markus meuller of edinburgh university. the pres-

entations by attendees of the workshop were meant 

to provide examples and an understanding of the plan-

ning and needs assessment work done by other bodies 

working on marine renewables. the presentation from 

the ieA-Oes was focused on the matrix of barriers and 

objectives included in the ieA Oes strategy document 

for 2007 – 2011. it was recommend the ieA-Oes to con-

tinue engaging with the uKerc on the road mapping 

exercise and consider providing, through Annex i, some 

facility for continuing the project and broadening it to 

make it applicable beyond the uK.

FP7 Ocean and Wind Technologies EU Conference, 

Dublin (28 February 2007)

the european commission, with support from ireland, 

organised a major european conference and broker-

age day on “european Ocean and Wind technologies” 

within the eu rtd 7th Framework. the conference, 

hosted by sustainable energy ireland (sei) and the 

european commission representation in ireland, in-

cluded expert participants from eu member states 

and representation from irish r&d organisations and 

industries within the energy and Ocean technology 

sectors. the main objectives of the day were to inform 

about the content of the energy Work Program, the 

first call for proposals and future r&d FP7 research 

priorities. ieA-Oes vice-chair, mrs. Katrina Polaski, 

participated in this event and launched the ieA-Oes 

report, “review and analysis of ocean energy systems 

development and supporting policies”, the report pre-

pared by Future energy solutions, uK, for sustainable 

energy ireland, on behalf of the ieA’s implementing 

Agreement on Ocean energy systems.

Kobold turbine visited by the ieA-Oes group
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52nd REWP meeting and IEA meeting “Trading and 

Transmission: a Roundtable”, Berlin (October 2007)

Attended by the ieA-Oes chairman.

South Africa Networks of Expertise in Energy Tech-

nology (NEET) Workshop, South Africa (February 

2007)

this workshop was intended to be the first of a series 

stimulated by the request of the g8 and the ieA gov-

erning board with the aim of facilitating co-operation 

with the international business community and deve-

loping countries. during this workshop, ieA Working 

Parties and iAs had the opportunity to present and 

discuss with the south African stakeholders from 

government, industry, research, and academia what 

energy technology collaboration can achieve. the 

ieA-Oes was represented in this workshop by ms. Alla 

Weinstein, director of the eu-OeA (european Ocean 

energy Association), observer in previous ieA-Oes 

exco meetings, and requested by the exco to present 

the ieA-Oes in the neet workshop on behalf of the 

ieA-Oes.

 

Brazil NEET Workshop, Brasilia (November 2007)

this workshop organised by the ieA in collaboration 

with the ministry of mines and energy (mme), was at-

tended by the ieA-Oes chairman.

Task 1.5: Ocean energy statistical infor-
mation

the ieA-Oes aims at gathering statistical information 

and members and observers were requested to start 

collecting this information on a national level. 

Subtask 1.5.1: Global Ocean Power Installed Capacity

in response to ieA’s reWP request on data on cumula-

tive installed generation capacity in electricity sector, 

the ieA-Oes started to compile information based on 

feedback received from various members and observ-

ers on the ocean energy installed capacity or under 

installation. 

Subtask 1.5.2: RD&D Investment in Ocean Energy

in response to ieA’s reWP request on data on rd&d 

trends relating to ocean energy for the time period of 

1990 through 2006, the ieA-Oes started to compile in-

formation from the members in order to complement 

or fill in the gaps in the official ieA statistics. 

IEC Standardisation Management Board (SMB) meet-

ing, Geneva (June 2007)

With an invitation from the chair of the smb of the 

international electrotechnical commission (iec), the 

chair attended the meeting of the iec smb meeting, 

held in geneva in June. he also made a presentation on 

behalf of ieA-Oes to the smb. 

OMAE 2007, San Diego, California (June 2007)

t. Pontes, delegate from Portugal, presented her pa-

per, “implementing Agreement on Ocean energy sys-

tems”,  published in the Proceedings of the 26th inter-

national conference on Offshore mechanics and Arctic 

engineering (OmAe) 2007, June 2007.

 

ISOPE 2007, Lisbon (July 2007)

A. brito melo, as secretary of the ieA-Oes, present-

ed the paper, “Ocean energy systems implementing 

Agreement: An international collaborative Program” 

published by A. brito-melo, g. bhuyan, K. nielsen, K. 

Polaski, t. Pontes and g. shanahan, in Proceedings of 

the 17th international Offshore and Polar engineering 

conference, lisbon, 1–7 July, 2007.

 

Energy Ocean 2007, Oahu, Hawaii (August 2007)

Walt musial, as delegate from usA, presented the “in-

ternational energy Agency’s implementing Agreement 

on Ocean energy systems (ieA–Oes).”

 

7th European Wave and Tidal Energy Conference, Por-

to (September 2007)

gouri bhuyan, as chairman of the ieA-Oes, presented 

the paper “the strategy for the next Five years – in-

ternational energy Agency’s Ocean energy systems 

(ieA-Oes) implementing Agreement” by g. s. bhuyan 

and A. brito-melo.

Participation in IEA Events

IEA Technology Fair at the IEA Ministerial Meeting, 

Paris (May 2007)

documents published by the ieA-Oes were distributed 

in the ieA technology Fair during the ieA governing 

board at ministerial level. 

51st Renewable Energy Working Party (REWP) meet-

ing, Paris (March 2007)

Attended by the ieA-Oes vice-chair Katrina Polaski.
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related to renewable energy deployment. this calcula-

tor, “recabs – renewable energy costs and benefits 

to society”, was developed by retd with the primary 

objective of estimating the costs and benefits of elec-

tricity from renewable energy sources to conventional 

technology. Wave energy was included in this model.

Further, by the end of 2007, the ieA-Oes had received 

an invitation from the retd to explore and identify ar-

eas of mutual interest and to prepare a joint project 

proposal that could maximise the synergies between 

the agreements in order to deliver a comprehensive 

report on ways to accelerate the deployment of off-

shore renewable energy technologies. this project 

can benefit from the work of the offshore wind experi-

ences and is expected to include an offshore energy 

deployment framework, substantiated by evidence-

based analyses, and recommendations for future poli-

cies design, including best practices for allocation of 

seafloor rights for national and regional policy makers, 

utilities and project developers.

Subtask 1.6.3: Collaboration with the IEA project 

“Integration of Renewables into Electricity Grids” 

the exco agreed to collaborate with the project un-

dertaken by the ieA called “integration of renewables 

into electricity grids” to provide insight into technical 

and policy issues in this area (2007-2008). the chair 

attended two expert meetings in 2007, the first meet-

ing held in Paris in may dealt with the technological 

issues, and the second meeting held in berlin in Octo-

ber dealt with policy, market and regulatory issues. he 

also provided inputs to a draft report prepared by ieA’s 

contractor. the report is expected to be published by 

the ieA secretariat prior to the g8 meeting in Japan 

in 2008. 

Subtask 1.5.3: Global wave and tidal current resource 

characterisation

in the march exco meeting, a new activity was sug-

gested on characterisation of the scale of the global 

resource for different countries. A small working 

group on tidal resource was proposed with the aim of 

presenting a proposal to be discussed in forthcoming 

meetings. it was reinforced the need of the ieA-Oes to 

generate theoretical resource opportunities for differ-

ent forms of ocean renewable resources in a country 

basis, in very simplified terms but backed by published 

scientific documents. 

Subtask 1.5.4: Present economics of ocean energy

the exco discussed the need for the ieA-Oes to pro-

vide authoritative information related to present and 

future economics of ocean energy. members agreed 

on the importance of a task that would provide infor-

mation to the ieA. relevant reports and information 

generated through carbon trust, other recent publica-

tions, and other european initiatives will be reviewed 

to produce a brief summary on present cost of wave/

tidal current demonstration projects, future cost of 

plants and cost of energy based on certain policy sce-

narios and assumptions (learning rates, installations, 

etc.) for the exco to review and possibly adopt the in-

formation at a later stage for input to ieA. 

Task 1.6: Collaborative actions

Subtask 1.6.1: Collaboration with the IEC

Further to the resolution from the last exco meeting 

on ieA-Oes’s willingness to provide input to iec on 

their proposed standard-making activities, the chair 

sent a letter to the standardisation management 

board (smb) of iec and subsequently attended iec 

smg meeting held in geneva on 5 June and provided 

the necessary recommendation to the smg. On behalf 

of the exco, the chair provided a conditional commit-

ment that the ieA-Oes would assist the iec standardi-

sation process through the Operating Agents of An-

nexes i, ii and iii. 

Subtask 1.6.2: Collaboration with the IEA RETD

At the exco meeting in march 2007, a discussion was 

held on the possibility of collaborating with the ieA 

implementing Agreement on renewable energy tech-

nology deployment (retd). the exco agreed to collab-

orate on one of their projects involving development 

of a model for estimating societal costs and benefits 
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Expected deliverables planned for 2008

more active collaborations during 2008 through the current Annexes and potential new Annex are expected. 

some of the expected deliverables planned for 2008 can be summarised as below:

 

•  the informational dvd on ocean energy will be concluded.

•  Further discussion on environmental issues and establishment of a new Annex on the topic are expected.

•  specific activities related to policy, resources and economics of ocean energy will be initiated.

•  collaboration with the ieA retd iA for carrying out projects on accelerating the deployment of offshore 

renewable energy technologies will be initiated.

•  task reports from some of the work packages of the current Annex ii and iii are also expected in 2008.

•  enhanced networking activities through participation in different ieA events to increase memberships will 

be pursued.
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Annex II: Development of Recommended Practices for Testing and Evaluating Ocean 
Energy Systems

Operating Agent: the ministry of environment and energy, danish energy Agency (acting through rAmbØll), 

denmark. 

Overall objectives
the objective of this task is to develop recommended 

practices for testing and evaluating ocean energy sys-

tems and, in this way, to improve the comparability of 

experimental results. this Annex was extended in 2006 

to address prototypes and the overall objective of the 

extended work program is to provide the necessary 

basis in order to present the performance of different 

ocean energy systems in a comparable format.

Launch of the new work program
the extension of the work program of Annex ii was 

launched in February 2007. the new work program has 

the following specific tasks and deliverables:

Task 2.1: Generic and site related wave and tidal data

Four generic scatter diagrams that reflect typical wave 

conditions and typical tidal flow conditions at different 

member states’ coast lines will be compiled. the goal 

is to enable comparison between the performance of 

different wave energy systems and of different tidal 

energy systems.

Task 2.2: Development and evaluation protocol 

for ocean energy systems

the objective of the protocol is to provide a document 

that in simple terms explains steps needed in the de-

velopment of ocean energy systems. the protocol 

aims at explaining in a common language the objective 

and expected outcome of each step for developers and 

supporting bodies. criteria for moving from one step 

to the next will be explained and discussed.

Task 2.3: Guidelines for open sea testing and evalua-

tion of ocean energy systems

guidelines for different types of ocean energy sys-

tems will be compiled based on best practice and ex-

perience from the ocean energy community.

Summary and accomplishments for 2007
February 2007 saw the launch the Annex ii extended 

work program with experts from several countries in 

a Kick-off meeting hosted by the uK department of 

trade and industry, at the dti conference centre, lon-

don. the Work program of Annex ii was reviewed and 

the leaders of each subtask were selected.

during 2007, much interest in the development of 

standards for ocean energy has been seen especially 

in connection with the testing ongoing at emec in the 

uK and several draft guidelines have been prepared. 

some of these have been discussed on the eu level 

under the co-ordinated Action on Ocean energy, and 

a separate eu proposal “equimar” (Equitable testing 

and Evaluation of Marine Energy Extraction Devices 

in terms of Performance, Cost and Environmental 

Impact) that focus on standards was submitted by 

edinburgh university and selected for funding during 

2007. Further the iec standardisation body announced 

in 2007 that it will develop standards for ocean energy 

trough the activities of the iec tc 114. national stand-

ardisation committees are being formed and the first 

international meeting will be held during 2008.

it is the vision that the Annex ii extension guidelines 

can help form the general picture of the focus areas 

that need to be addressed in the more detailed stand-

ards and interact with the standards being developed.
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List of countries participating in the Annex 

 PARTICIPATING MEMBERS*

 

 task 2.1: generic and site-related wave and tidal data

 

 task 2.1.1 generic and site-related wave data Portugal, denmark, canada, ireland, usA, norway   

  and belgium

 task 2.1.2 generic and site-related marine current data Canada, usA, uK, norway and ireland

 

 task 2.2: development and evaluation protocol for Oes

 

 task 2.2.1 development protocol wave Ireland, denmark, canada, uK, norway, Portugal 

  and belgium

 task 2.2.2 development protocol tidal UK, canada, ireland, norway and mexico

 task 2.3: guidelines for open sea testing and evaluation of Oes

 

 task 2.3.1 monitoring and data acquisition wave and tidal UK, canada, ireland, Portugal, norway, denmark, usA

 task 2.3.2 data preparation and presentation  Ireland, canada, uK, Portugal, norway, denmark, usA 

 of results wave and tidal

 task 2.3.3 guidelines on design, safety  UK, canada, ireland, Portugal, norway, denmark 

 and installation procedures wave and tidal and usA

*task leaders are in bold

Key Deliverables planned for 2008

during 2008, it is the plan that each task leader provides a draft report on what is seen as best practice on his or 

her respective task. the draft reports will be based on ongoing activities and existing information available to the 

task leader at this point in time. these reports will then be compiled by the operating agent and circulated among 

all participants for comments and discussion. 
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Annex III: Integration of Ocean Energy Plants into Distribution 
and Transmission Electrical Grids

Operating Agent: Powertech labs inc., canada

Objectives
the primary purposes of this Annex are to conduct 

co-operative research into the generation, transmis-

sion and economics of integrating ocean energy into 

electrical grids and to provide a forum for relevant in-

formation exchange. specific objectives of the Annex 

are as follows:

• identify potential differences and opportunities 

associated with the integration of wave and tidal 

current energy plants into electrical grids, in com-

parison with wind energy

• develop a relevant interconnection guideline for 

electrical utilities and project developers who are 

considering connecting pilot wave and tidal cur-

rent projects to the grids

• create a comprehensive database for character-

izing well-advanced wave and tidal current con-

version systems

• demonstrate the integration of wave and tidal 

current energy plants into electrical grids through 

case studies involving simplified network mod-

eling techniques, and identify the near-term and 

longer-term practical level of the ocean power 

that could be integrated in target geographical 

areas for a member country

• coordinate the work of this Annex with relevant 

activities being carried out within ieA and by indi-

vidual participating members

Subtasks and Activities
the new work program has the following specific 

tasks:

Subtask 3.1: Identify issues and opportunities

the scope of this subtask includes identifying inte-

gration issues that are different from those involved 

with the integration of wind energy and the opportu-

nities associated with the integration of ocean energy. 

based on an analysis of the issues and opportunities, , 

an interconnection guideline will be developed.

Subtask 3.2: Describe the dynamic characteristics of 

ocean energy electricity generators 

the scope of this subtask includes:

• reviewing the steady-state power characteris-

tics of device types

• developing dynamic models for devices

• Analyzing the impact of a wave/tidal current gen-

erator on the design of an offshore network

there are a wide variety of energy conversion chains 

associated with harnessing power from waves and 

tidal currents. these variations are associated with 

both the mechanical and the electrical sub-conversion 

systems. For example, a particular conversion process 

could have air turbines, hydraulic turbines, hydraulic 

pumps, reciprocating devices or propeller types. As 

well, different types of electrical generators are used 

in the conversion chain, such as synchronous, induc-

tion, permanent magnet and linear generation. Ocean 

power generators may or may not have governors 

or voltage regulators, and they may be connected 

through inverters or other types of power conversion 

equipment. so there are many options to be consid-

ered.

there is a need to gather and develop an authoritative, 

comprehensive and unbiased dynamic characteristics 

of relevant wave and tidal current conversion technol-

ogies, and to present results in such a way that these 

models can be easily used for carrying out load flow 

and network stability analysis. 

Subtask 3.3: Identify the near-term and longer-term 

practical potential of ocean power, through case 

studies involving the integration of ocean energy 

plants with distribution and transmission networks 

the scope of this subtask includes carrying out case 

studies involving network modeling for integrating 

ocean energy plants into distribution and transmis-

sion networks. 

specific case studies involving some target market ar-

eas within participating countries will also determine 

the present capacity limits for integrating ocean en-

ergy resources. the case studies will determine what 
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could be obvious market potential for ocean energy 

resources in these target areas, and the associated 

distribution and transmission grid upgrading costs, 

considering future scenarios. these simplified case 

studies must consider a system-wide perspective. 

they could also include a cross-boarder network anal-

ysis to determine capacity and identify congestion.

contributions from the participating members for this 

subtask will be in the form of case studies that:

• illustrate network modeling

• identify:

• grid constraints and limitations

•  the synergy of integration with other renewable 

energy forms such as:

 • Offshore wind combined with offshore wave

 •  Ocean renewable energy combined with  

hydropower and other types of generation

Subtask 3.4: Coordinate activities

the scope of this subtask is primarily to coordinate the 

activities of this Annex with other relevant ieA imple-

menting agreements and initiatives. 

Participating Countries
in 2007, the united Kingdom, ireland and canada con-

firmed their participation in this Annex. it is expected 

that other countries will join this Annex in 2008.

Achievements and Progress in 2007
A kick-off meeting for the Annex, hosted by the uK de-

partment of trade & industry, dti (currently known as 

department for business, enterprise and regulatory 

reform, berr), was held in london on February 22, 

2007, to finalize the proposed work program and iden-

tify members interested in participating in different 

work packages. the executive committee approved 

the revised work program in march 2007. 

subtask 3.1 was started in september 2007. With a 

contribution from the canadian participant, signifi-

cant progress with this subtask was made in 2007. in-

puts to this subtask from other participating members 

will be sought in early 2008.

the grid integration of renewable resources becomes 

convenient and manageable if prediction methods are 

effective. Also, the nature and extent of resource vari-

ability may play an important role in accommodating 

alternative power generation plants into the electric 

grid. unlike many other renewables, the tidal energy 

resource at a particular area is perfectly predictable 

for years ahead. the expected cyclic characteristic 

of aggregated power generation from a tidal current 

turbine farm could be viewed similarly to that of the 

power generation from tidal barrage plants that have 

been operated commercially for decades. in essence, 

a tidal current turbine farm could effectively be dis-

patchable. even though forecasting tools have not 

yet been developed for wave resources, the accuracy 

of predicting wave resources in a particular area is 

higher than that for wind resources. it should be noted 

that electrical power generated from ocean thermal 

gradient and salinity gradient resources are expected 

to be firm output.

some wave energy conversion devices, especially 

those with an intermediate conversion process, may 

inherently allow energy storage for short time dura-

tions. this acts as a low-pass filter removing some of 

the high-frequency power oscillations generated from 

wave variations or device operation. As shown in Fig-

ure 2.1, wave energy converters that incorporate a 

hydraulic power take-off with accumulators2 or res-

ervoirs for artificial head creation3 may eliminate the 

oscillations at the front-end conversion and produce a 

relatively time-averaged output. 

2 ross henderson, “design, simulation, and testing of a novel hydraulic power take-off system for the Pelamis wave energy 
 converter”, renewable energy, no. 31, pp. 271–283, 2006.
3 P. Frigaard, J. tedd, J.P. Kofoed, e. Friis-madsen, “3 years experience with energy production on the nissum bredning Wave
 dragon Proto type.”; cA-Oe workshop, lisbon, nov. 2006.

Figure 2.1: Averaged power output from a wave energy device, examples 
of (a) hinged contour device (b) overtopping device
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energy plants may see distribution systems and weak 

transmission networks as their first interface layer to 

the grid. thermal limits and switchgear ratings of such 

electrical networks may require capacity enhance-

ment if ocean power projects are to take place. 

A number of power quality issues are typically attrib-

uted as localized effects, in the neighbourhood of a 

sizable power plant or electric load. such effects in-

clude steady-stage voltage rise, flicker and harmonics 

emission, switching phenomena and reactive power 

flow. 

electrical networks are designed and operated while 

the line-voltages are maintained within standard val-

ues. With a time-varying generation station (such as 

wave or tidal), the voltage profile throughout the net-

work could take more non-linear and complex shapes, 

especially in the vicinity of a power plant coupled to a 

weak network. such additional generation may force 

the steady-state voltage to rise, exceeding the pre-

scribed limits. unless proper mitigation and averaging 

schemes are in place, resource variations may contrib-

ute to this factor6. 

in addition to the localized effects described above, 

other factors relevant to larger power systems and 

their study domains (stability, load flow, ancillary serv-

ices, fault ride-through, etc.) may also require atten-

tion. this depends on the type and scale of ocean pow-

er plants and on the mechanism of their integration. 

since the technology has not reached that level of 

maturity, this area would require further assessment 

through case studies and system modelling. 

Plans for 2008

contribution from participating members from the uK, 

ireland and others for subtask 3.1 will be sought. A fi-

nal subtask report will be prepared for the participat-

ing members.

Activities for subtasks 3.2 and 3.3 will begin during 

early 2008. As part of subtask 3.4 activities, progress 

of this Annex will be coordinated with other relevant 

ieA and external activities.

An annual progress meeting will be held in 2008.

the presence of a wide variety of ocean energy sys-

tems, especially wave power converters, makes it chal-

lenging to study their design and operational charac-

teristics. such investigations are critical in developing 

numerical models and analyzing the impact of these 

systems on electrical networks. most tidal stream 

generators are analogous to wind turbines, and they 

mostly utilize designs, concepts, and equipment that 

partly originated in the wind industry (see Figure 2.2). 

in sharp contrast to wind and tidal turbines, wave en-

ergy converters operate on diverse principles and may 

require cascaded conversion mechanisms. Although 

tidal turbines can be viewed through the established 

terms and definitions used in the wind energy litera-

ture, studying ocean energy devices poses a unique 

challenge. different systems operate on different 

methods of wave-device interaction (such as heave, 

pitch, or surge) and may need pneumatic, hydraulic or 

mechanical power take-off methods.

it is important to identify and realize the possible ex-

tent of power quality and network interaction issues 

pertaining to ocean energy conversion methods, since 

their integration into the electric power system is sub-

ject to a multitude of design, operational and econom-

ic factors. While the nature and extent of such impacts 

posed by ocean power plants is interrelated with all of 

these issues to varying degrees, several fundamental 

areas deserve more attention5. 

the terminating areas of an electrical system, where 

ocean power development activities may well take 

place, are typically rated for supplying only a limited 

load. subject to geographic location, network strength 

and load/generation scenarios, many ocean

4 Powertech labs report on An Assessment of variable characteristics of the Pacific northwest region’s Wave and tidal current Power resources, 
and their interaction with electricity demand & implications for large scale development scenarios for the region; Phase 1;report no: 17458-21-00; 
dec 2007, sponsored by the bonneville Power Administration, british columbia hydro, and bc transmission corporation.
5 econnect consulting, Ocean energy conversion expert group, report from meeting in vancouver, April 2006, project no: 1698.
6 department of trade & industry (dti), uK, “development, installation and testing of a large scale tidal current turbine, tech. report contract no: 
t/06/00210/00rep.

Figure 2.2: diversity of wave and tidal current converter system structures4 
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global theoretical potential of ocean thermal gradi-

ents and salinity gradients is estimated to be 10,000 

tWh and 2,000 tWh, respectively. Although the practi-

cal level of these ocean renewable resources will be 

a fraction of the theoretical levels, it is on the same 

order as that of the present capacity of electricity gen-

eration worldwide. 

Other renewable ocean resource concepts such as 

hydrothermal vents, along with the hybridization of 

the aforementioned schemes, are also being pursued 

for energy utilization. With the emergence of novel 

concepts and the reported success of several deploy-

ments, the ocean renewable energy sector, especially 

the field of tidal current and wave energy conver-

sion technologies, has gained significant attention 

throughout the world.

Oceans constitute more than two-thirds of the earth’s 

surface and act as a large collector of solar energy. this 

concentrated energy is transferred through complex 

wind-wave interactions into wave motion. in addition, 

tidal variations are created due to earth-moon gravita-

tional pulls, rotational tilt and rate of spinning. global 

hydrological cycles, climatic conditions and geographic 

features contribute to other forms of energy flux. 

Ocean renewable energy resources can be broadly ca-

tegorized into: (a) tides, (b) Waves, (c) tidal (marine) 

currents, (d) temperature gradients, and (e) salinity 

gradients7. 

Tides: Potential energy associated with tides can be har-

nessed by building barrage or other forms of construction 

across an estuary. 

Waves: Kinetic and potential energy associated with ocean 

waves can be harnessed using modular technologies.

Tidal (Marine) Currents: Kinetic energy associated with tidal 

(marine) currents can be harnessed using modular systems.

Temperature Gradients: thermal energy due to the tempera-

ture gradient between the sea surface and deepwater can be 

harnessed using different Ocean thermal energy conversion 

(Otec) processes.

Salinity Gradients: At the mouth of rivers where fresh water 

mixes with salt water, energy associated with the salinity gra-

dient can be harnessed using pressure-retarded reverse os-

mosis process and associated conversion technologies.

tidal energy is predominant in certain locations be-

cause of their unique geographic formations and 

strong tide conditions, as shown in Figure 3.1. the es-

timated annual potential of global theoretical tide and 

marine current resources is in the order of 300+ tWh 

and 800+ tWh, respectively. strong wind variations 

within 30o to 60o latitudes and circumpolar storms 

near the southern latitude account for high-energy 

ocean waves in those areas, as shown in Figure 3.2. 

the theoretical wave energy potential is estimated to 

be 8,000 to 80,000 tWh per annum. significant tem-

perature gradients in tropical coastal areas, as shown 

in Figure 3.3, indicate opportunities for Otec within 

the tropic of capricorn and the tropic of cancer. the 

3. Global Activities and Technology Status

Figure 3.1: tidal energy dissipation8 

Figure 3.2: Wave energy intensity distribution9 

Figure 3.4: Water temperature (oc) difference between ocean surface and 

1000 m depth10 

7 Polinder, h. ; scuotto, m., “Wave energy converters and their impact on Power systems”, in international conference on Future Power systems, nov. 
2005.
8 nAsA. (2007, nov.). [Online]. Available: http://science.hq.nasa.gov/missions/satellite 14.htm
9 data from the ecmWF, european centre for medium-range Weather Forecast
10 Presentation by dr. ikegami, the sage university, Japan, symposium on canada & the World of Ocean energy, 2006
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Further to the evaluation of the development of ocean 

energy technologies, as reported in the ieA-Oes 2006 

report, additional evaluation of the technologies and 

their development status was carried out in 200711. 

Ocean energy systems are being developed in a num-

ber of countries, as shown in Figure 3.4, with the united 

Kingdom leading the development effort, followed by 

the united states. canada and norway also have a sig-

nificant number of technology development activities.

the current development status of the harnessing of 

ocean renewable energy resources was analysed, as 

defined below:

Commercial: technologies that have been operating on a com-

mercial basis for a significant period of time

Pre-Commercial: systems that are claimed to be at a level of 

advancement where commercial deployment is reasonably 

expected within a few years

Full-Scale: devices or concepts that have seen at least one 

full-cycle development regardless of their scope of commer-

cial production or present status

Part-Scale (Sea): technologies that have undergone tests in 

the sea (part of the full system or part-scale model of the pro-

totype) 

Part-Scale (Tank): devices, concepts, and prototypes that are 

in the research and development phase undergoing tests in a 

laboratory environment

Concept Design: systems that have attracted attention due to 

their unique and promising features, and that may or may not 

be realized in the future

Figure 3.4: Ocean energy-related research, demonstration and commer-
cial activities as of dec. 2007

Figure 3.5: technology maturity of various ocean energy conversion 
schemes

11 An Assessment of variable characteristics of the Pacific northwest region’s Wave and tidal current Power resources, and their interaction with 
electricity demand & implications for large scale development scenarios for the region’; Phase 1; Powertech labs report no: 17458-21-00, spon-
sored by bonneville Power Administration, british columbia hydro and bc transmission corporation, december 2007.

the maturity of the ocean renewable energy conversion 

technologies is shown in Figure 3.5. several tidal bar-

rage plants, with a capacity up to 240 mW, are operating 

on a commercial basis worldwide, and new initiatives 

on these types of development are also in progress in 

selected countries. several ocean wave technologies 

are expecting pre-commercial deployment in europe. A 

number of demonstration projects in the range of 1 to 3 

mW are awaiting deployment throughout the world, es-

pecially in the wave and tidal (marine) current conver-

sion category. conversion technologies for harnessing 

energy associated with ocean thermal gradients and 

salinity gradients are at the research and development 

stage.

Authors: gouri bhuyan and Jahangir Khan, Powertech labs, canada
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12 source: renewable energy, market and Policy trends in ieA countries, ieA, 2004

in Ireland, the government launched, in march 2007, 

the White book “delivering a sustainable energy Fu-

ture for ireland”, which set a target deployment of 

500 mW of ocean energy power by 2020. this docu-

ment followed the strategy document for ocean en-

ergy launched in 2006 by the irish government. 

in Portugal, the government launched an attractive 

feed-in tariff of up to 26 c€/kWh for the demonstration 

phase (which decreases for the pre-commercial and 

commercial phases), and a pilot zone with simplified li-

censing procedures designed to support both the initial 

phase of the demonstration and the pre-commercial 

and commercial phases of wave energy utilisation.

in Spain, there is no national strategy for ocean energy, 

however one spanish region – the basque country – has a 

target 5 mW of installed wave power by 2010 and for that 

purpose, an investment of 15 m€ has been allocated. 

in France, a first governmental initiative took place 

in ocean energy: a new law setting a feed-in price of 

15 c€/kWh for electricity produced using wave energy 

was launched in march 2007. 

in Denmark, since the end of the danish Wave en-

ergy development program in the year 2002, there 

has been no dedicated development policy on ocean 

energy. however, interest in developing wave energy 

technology among developers is growing in denmark, 

with much work carried out on a private basis. 

in Sweden, activities in wave energy have achieved 

considerable developments in 2007 with funding from 

the swedish energy Agency, a governmental entity. 

in Norway the world’s first prototype on osmotic pow-

er is under construction and further research activi-

ties and developments on wave energy and tidal ener-

gy are taking place with support from the norwegian 

government and through ec funding.

Governmental Policies

the ieA categorises12 policies into three groups that 

affect technology development and market uptake:

•  Research and innovation policies that help to de-

velop emerging and improved technologies (e.g., 

government dedicated research, development 

and demonstration rd&d programs).

•  Market deployment policies that underwrite the 

cost of introducing technologies into the market 

to improve technical performance and to encour-

age development of an industry (e.g., market de-

ployment support mechanisms).

•  Market-based energy policies that provide a com-

petitive market framework, and may internalise 

externalities in terms of energy security, environ-

mental protection and economic efficiency.

considering most of the ocean energy conversion 

technologies being at different stages of develop-

ment, and some being new and at an early stage of 

development compared to other renewable and con-

ventional generation technologies, a broad range of 

targeted national and regional policies is necessary to 

enable deployment of ocean energy world-wide.

by end of 2007, there are only a small number of coun-

tries that have a longer-term target deployment of 

ocean power, and have implemented a relevant na-

tional policy. the following sections provide a sum-

mary of these policy initiatives:

the United Kingdom (UK) is the leading country in 

which a specific market-based energy policy has been 

developed in the last years towards the development 

of wave and marine currents energy. some specific 

policy instruments related to ocean energy are capital 

grants, obligations, tradable certificates, guaranteed 

prices (feed-in tariffs), and regulatory and administra-

tive rules.

4. Ocean Energy Systems Promoting Policies

“generally, government funding for ocean energy rd&d is growing… As several technologies are nearing the 

market deployment and pre-commercial stage, some governments are reacting by proposing market support 

mechanisms to cover the current cost gap, and consenting arrangements to accelerate the rate of deployment 

while advancing industry learning and improving cost competitiveness.” 

“review and analysis of ocean energy systems development and supporting policies”, A report for the ieA’s implementing Agree-
ment on Ocean energy systems on behalf of sustainable energy ireland , 2006
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in Germany, there is a continuing high interest in ocean 

energy with relevant r&d activities into developing 

wave, tidal current and osmosis power in the frame-

work of mainly european research projects. germany 

offers investment and production tax credits as well 

as a feed-in tariff for ocean energy system develop-

ments and projects. 

during 2007 a number of ocean energy projects were 

running under the sixth Framework Program (FP6) of 

the European Commission, and the projects selected 

in 2007 under the FP7 program (2007 –2013) for ec 

funding are expected to start during the first half of 

2008. Further, the ec adopted a communication set-

ting out its vision for an integrated maritime Policy for 

the eu on October 2007, with a detailed action plan 

setting out an ambitious work program for the years 

ahead.

in the USA, public funding at the state level was avail-

able for setting a wave energy test site and trust in 

Oregon. A new streamline-permitting procedure for 

ocean energy systems was announced during 2007. 

during 2007, the government of Canada announced 

programs that can assist in supporting the ocean en-

ergy industry in canada, and is working along with 

provincial governments on interim regulatory ap-

proaches for offshore renewable energy. the nova 

scotia provincial government initiated a strategic en-

vironmental Assessment process for ocean energy in 

the province. Also, the provincial governments of brit-

ish columbia and new brunswick released respective 

policy on allocation of crown lands for ocean energy 

related projects.

in New Zealand, the principal change in 2007 was the 

introduction of the Energy Strategy and Energy Effi-

ciency and Conservation Strategy, in particular the an-

nouncement of the marine energy deployment Fund. 

marine energy was for the first time explicitly included 

in nZ governmental policies and several projects are 

taking place at various stages of development.

in Brazil, by end of 2007, ocean energy was included, 

for the first time, in the science and technology plan 

approved by the ministry of science and technology, 

and a wave energy prototype is under development 

with public funding. 

in South Africa, a national research program in renew-

able energy, including ocean energy, was launched by 

the newly formed south African national energy re-

search institute (sAneri). in addition to the targets 

set by the sA government in the White Paper, the 

Western cape Provincial government announced in 

June 2007 that it will source 15% of its energy from 

renewables by 2015. 

in India, the interest in ocean energy continues with 

main research activities on ocean energy conducted 

at niOt, the technical arm of the ministry of earth sci-

ences of the government of india, on low temperature 

thermal desalination and wave energy for remote is-

lands. 

in Japan, following the “basic law of the sea” launched 

in mid-2007, the Japanese government is starting to 

prepare a maritime plan whose first draft should be 

announced in the beginning of 2008. Otec will be an 

important field of activity in Japan with the ongoing 

Ocean energy r&d 2002-2011 by the Japanese gov-

ernment. 

in Korea, the construction of three tidal barrages are 

being planned with an overall installed capacity reach-

ing 2000 mW and during 2007 the construction of one 

of them started – sihwa tidal Power Plant in south 

Korean coast – the largest such project in the world.

Demonstration Infrastructures

Over past few years, several countries have taken 

specific measures to establish public demonstration 

infrastructure to enable development, demonstration 

and commercialisation of technologies as well as to 

address other regulatory and environmental issues. 

the following sections provide a summary of such 

types of initiatives: 

in 2003, the first initiative for a test centre for full-

scale prototypes was established in uK, Orkney, the 

european maritime energy centre (emec)13. it com-

prises a Wave and a tidal test site, both grid con-

nected, providing independent assessment of devices’ 

energy performance and survivability, as well as real-

time monitoring.

13 www.emec.org.uk 
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An innovative project promoted by the south West 

rdA (regional development Agency) – the Wave hub14 

– started to be planned in 2005. during 2007, the nec-

essary funding was secured as well as government 

approval to start its construction. Wave hub provides 

a high voltage sub-sea cable about 16 kilometres off-

shore and connected to the national grid. in ireland, 

the galway bay Wave energy test site15 for 1:4 scale 

prototypes was established by the marine institute, in 

association with sustainable energy ireland. the test 

site is situated on the north side of galway bay. 

in spring 2007, the Portuguese government announced 

a maritime Pilot Zone of up to 320 km2, in water depths 

between 30 m and 90 m, located at the West coast of 

são Pedro de moel. this zone will have simplified and 

fast licensing procedures with the aim to attract dem-

onstration and industrial development to Portugal, in-

crease renewable energy production and allow for an 

early understanding of potential consequences with 

respect to environmental, geomorphologic and overall 

potential impacts. A managing company in charge of 

promoting the infra-structure of the pilot zone will be 

set-up in order to start its realisation.

the basque government has recently announced the 

planning of an infrastructure similar to the Wave hub 

with 20 mW installed capacity offshore the northern 

spanish autonomous region, the basque country. 

A grid-connected wave energy test site at nissum 

bredning in the north western corner of denmark was 

built to enable various technology developers to test 

and demonstrate their technologies built at different 

scales.

in norway, plan exists for creation of a pilot zone in 

runde16.

Also, in France, the government announced funding 

for development of a test site. 

A test facility was commissioned off the Oregon coast 

near newport, usA and is attracting developers. 

Also, in canada, the government of nova scotia has 

announced that it will build a public tidal current dem-

onstration infrastructure in the bay of Fundy.

in summary, over the last decade, several countries have 

been undertaking different promoting policies for the 

development of ocean energy. the uK has adopted an 

energy policy designed to attract and support technology 

developers, building a consistent program for wave and 

marine current energy development, and by end of 2007, 

the uK has by far the most companies in this sector. 

in ireland, a governmental strategy was set up to accel-

erate the development of wave energy through finan-

cial support to irish technology developers, and three 

irish companies have developed technologies that have 

reached the sea tests phase. Portugal chose a strat-

egy to create attractive conditions to facilitate the de-

velopment of a wave energy industry by introducing 

feed-in tariffs and a large-scale pilot zone with simpli-

fied licensing procedures; many technology developers 

are interested in performing sea trials on the Atlantic 

Portuguese coast. these three are seen as exemplary 

countries in which ocean energy development was ap-

proached in different ways by the governments. 

Authors: Ana brito e melo, Portugal, and gouri bhuyan, canada

14 www.wavehub.co.uk 
15 www.marine.ie/home/aboutus/organisationstaff/researchfacilities/Ocean+energy+test+site.htm
16 Presentation at the ieA-Oes Workshop, messina, October 2007 by dr lars golmen, norwegian institute for Water research, norway
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The ocean energy systems (OES) will become a new 

source of employment and an economic shifter for 

coastal areas. in general, fish stocks will be increased 

as long as fishing is prohibited or restricted in those ar-

eas. in addition, there are much more positive impacts 

to encourage the development of Oes. nevertheless 

there are some small doubts about the magnitude of 

certain negative impacts for the marine environment. 

Finding clarifications about this is a key priority to 

enable sustainable and efficient ocean energy imple-

mentation. moreover, it is essential to gain favourable 

public opinion, the most important barrier to the final 

development of large-scale implementation. Fortu-

nately, many developers and governments are keen 

to promote the view of marine re as “environmentally 

friendly” and so are open to discussion about ways to 

research or reduce adverse environmental impacts. 

the assessment of some of these impacts is a high-

ly complex process, not only because of the medium 

where these projects are developed but also due to 

the variety of devices (together with its early stage 

of deployment), and the different ways in which they 

interact with the surrounding environment. the lack 

of baseline data, standard methodologies, high cost 

and lack of funding are some existing barriers to gain 

a full understanding. Knowledge is seen to be grow-

ing but little has yet been proven. the impacts of a few 

schemes have been assessed based on estimations 

and predictions, rather than measured effects. 

to date, several studies have already been performed, 

not only for single devices and small arrays but at a 

strategical level, in order to consider cumulative im-

pacts. this has allowed for the identification of the 

major uncertainties on which further research efforts 

are needed. As described above, some impacts depend 

on the device and the chosen site in which they are de-

ployed. thus a proper site selection and strategic plan-

ning policy approach like seA (strategic environmental 

Assessment) (e.g. scotland and nova scotia) are desir-

able to avoid or minimise impacts (this approach also 

aids in streamlining the permitting process). this ini-

tial planning approach assists in avoiding conflict with 

other sea uses, the potential damage to visual, cultural 

or archaeological resources, identifies areas of special 

concern, acoustic receptors of relevance, threatened or 

endangered species, tourism and recreation areas, etc.

the wave and tidal test centre, emec (european ma-

rine energy centre) has taken some noteable initia-

tives. since its beginning, it has opened an effective 

early and continuous dialogue with the concerned 

entities in order to facilitate developers knowledge 

about environmental concerns and what they have to 

assess.

the majority of the projects for tidal devices have un-

dertaken exhaustive environmental impact Assess-

ments (eiA) like marine current turbines for the de-

ployment of their 1.2 mW tidal turbine to be installed 

5. Environmental Issues in Ocean Energy Systems
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off northern ireland. this study showed that, in gen-

eral, blades from these type of devices do not pose a 

significant threat to wildlife, as they are slow-moving 

and can be easily avoided. there is no evidence yet 

that marine mammals and fishes are sucked into the 

turbines, but this analysis is based upon pilot-scale 

schemes only, and further research is still required. 

it is believed that the oscillatory device has a larger 

footprint than the turbine device and therefore may 

result in more impact on the seabed as a result of in-

stallation. Also barrage deployments may have bigger 

adverse environmental impacts.

regarding wave energy, some developers have also 

carried out a very complete eiA (e.g., the overtopping 

device Wave dragon in Wales) while it has not been a 

necessary requirement for others (it depends on each 

country’s regulations). the southern british offshore 

infrastructure for the demonstration of arrays of 

wave energy devices, Wavehub, was obliged to carry 

out an environmental impact assessment following 

the worst-case scenarios.

On the other hand, Otec has been seen as an ocean 

energy resource that could have pose major environ-

mental impacts. researchers are trying to help Otec 

in reducing its impacts and become a more promising 

technology with added benefits such as desalination.

For the past two years, there has been an increasing 

interest for environmental issues related to ocean en-

ergy systems. special sessions have been included in 

well established conferences (like eWtec) and work-

shops have been carried out on many occasions at eu-

ropean or international level such as Wavetrain (eu), 

cA-Oe (eu), or the one organised by the ieA-Oes in 

October 2007. in general, it can be said:

•  there is a lack of experience (data, methods, etc), 

especially in countries with no oil and gas indus-

try. this means major investments for baseline 

studies and monitoring programs.

•  A platform of communication is urgently required 

such as cOWrie17 for Offshore Wind. it will join ef-

forts to solve major uncertainties. collaboration 

for the first test and pilot zones (emec, Wavehub, 

galway bay, nissum bredning, Portuguese Pilot 

Zone) should be seen as an essential catalyser. 

•  guidance is needed to help developers and gov-

ernments. the existence of Protocols or stand-

ardised methods could help for comparison exer-

cises.

Author: cristina huertas-Olivares, Wave energy centre, Portugal

17 cOWrie (collaborative Offshore Wind research into the environment) – independent company set up to raise awareness and understanding of the 
potential environmental impacts of the uK offshore windfarm program (http://www.offshorewindfarms.co.uk)
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in this section an overview of the activities during 2007 and the political situation of each ieA-

Oes country member is provided by the respective delegate. representatives and national 

experts from other countries have also provided information on their relevant national activi-

ties. 

6. National Activities

AuSTRALIA
tom deniss, Oceanlinx

there is little in the way of government programs specifically for ocean energy in Australia but it is hopeful that 

the newly elected government will instigate such programs. they have already indicated they will immediately 

ratify the Kyoto Protocol, something the previous government has refused to do. there are some programs in 

place for renewable energy in general. there are three known companies involved in developing wave energy 

in Australia, but this is essentially all privately funded: Oceanlinx, sea Power Pacific (cetO) and bioPowersys-

tems. 

Technology demonstration and projects 
Oceanlinx Port Kembla OWc plant: 100 kms south of sydney, 500 kW peak, operating but down for modifications 

at the moment (as of nov 27, 2007); performance has been as predicted; will continue to operate and use as a test 

bed and demonstration plant for the near future; it has been predominantly privately funded. 

Summary of relevant national association activities 
•  environment business Australia (www.environmentbusiness.com.au)

•  clean energy council (www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au)

bELGIuM
Julien de rouck, ghent university

Policy & Prospects
the public authority considers the assessment of rd&d in the field of wave energy on the belgian continental 

shelf (bcs) a priority for several reasons, in particular the future targeted shares of renewable in the energy 

supply.

On the belgian north sea Wind energy Platform (bnsWeP) set up in 2006, assessments on the possibility to use 

the bcs for wave energy projects in the future are considered. 

by virtue of a royal decree of december, 20, 2000, modified by a decree of may, 17, 2004, the minister for energy 

can deliver domanial concessions for the construction and the exploitation of installations of electricity produc-

tion, generated from water, currents or winds, in the territorial sea and the exclusive economic zone of belgium. 

the decree in question determinates precisely the zone where the installations may be set up. it also specifies 

the criteria of granting and the procedure by which the concessions are being issued.

Research and Development  
Ocean energy research in belgium focuses mainly on wave energy (by means of point absorber systems and 

overtopping devices) and in a lesser extent on the feasibility of tidal energy on the belgian continental shelf.

the sustainable economically efficient Wave energy converter (seeWec) project presents a robust floating plat-

form with 21 point absorbers: the FO3, meant to be installed near shore and intended to lead to competitive 
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and economically effective exploitation of wave energy along (european) coasts. the concept of the FO3 device 

combines experience from the offshore industry with knowledge of energy conversion from waves by use of 

point absorbers. the long term objective is to be able to produce electricity at a competitive cost to electricity 

from other renewable sources. the first step is to become competitive to offshore wind. the seeWec project is 

financially supported by the european community under the 6th Framework Program and is coordinated by ghent 

university.

Within the seeWec project, the performed research at ghent university can be subdivided into two topics. On 

a small, individual platform scale, parameters such as buoy geometries, motion control and power absorption 

are being studied for an individual point absorber and for the interaction between multiple point absorbers in 

a platform. On a larger, numerous platform scale, the optimal wave farm lay-out is being investigated through 

numerical modelling in a mild-slope wave propagation model.

special attention is paid to the mechanical aspects, and materials & production of the buoys. the composite 

material has been carefully selected and tested. the winding process of the composite is optimized in order to 

obtain robust point absorbers, able to withstand wave impacts. the production process has been established in 

order to reach low cost and mass production.

Further research incorporates slamming tests of the buoys, the quantification of wave energy potential on the 

belgian continental shelf and the north sea and the selection of optimal locations for a farm of wave energy 

converters.

A newly started research involves describing and investigating the behaviour of waves on overtopping devices. 

through numerical and experimental studies, the objective is to achieve more efficient dimensioning and optimal 

operational procedures for floating and onshore wave overtopping converters.

in 2008, the first step in a feasibility study of tidal energy on the belgian continental shelf is foreseen.

bRAZIL
Francisco m. miller, Petrobras, with information provided by Prof. segen F. estefen, cOPPe/uFrJ

r&d activities have been conducted by cOPPe/uFrJ with the development of one shoreline wave device, and 

lately by Petrobras. A governmental effort is at the beginning, at the sponsorship of the ministry of science and 

technology, and a participation of other electrical utilities and universities is expected for the next year. A few 

demonstration projects shall be started in 2008.

Policy & Prospects
there wasn’t any national program or governmental support specially for ocean energy until the end of 2007, 

when the ministry of science and technology (mct) approved a science and technology plan that includes Ocean 

energy as of of its priorities. An initial meeting will take place at cOPPe on 22nd, January 2008 as a first effort to 

establish a national network for Ocean energy development.

during the neet Workshop that took place in brasilia in november 2007, the executive secretary of the ministry 

of mines and energy indicated that brazil will become a member of ieA-Oes. the representatives will be named 

soon.

Research and Development 
R&D activities:

•  cOPPe/uFrJ has developed a shoreline wave power converter device based on pumping water to a hyper-

baric chamber, and producing electricity through a Pelton type turbine. this device has been tested in a 

small scale model and simulated for ceará coast and rio grande coast conditions. cOPPe is also conducting 
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a redesign study of the tidal barrage of bacanga river estuary. this barrage was con-

structed in the 70´s and it was planned to be the first tidal power plant in brazil, but has 

never been operational. now, due to silting of the estuary and deterioration of the bar-

rage, the plant must be redesigned to comply with the actual difference of water level 

of 2,5 m, instead of the former 7m.

•  PetrObrAs has been developing an Ocean energy Atlas, studying new devices and 

prospecting opportunities for demonstration projects in brazil. A reduced scale model 

of cOPPe’s shoreline device has been tested in the Ocean tank, using the wave climate 

of rio grande coast, and the results are now being analysed. A cooperation with Furg 

(Federal university of rio grande) is being signed to make a simulation of ocean condi-

tions at rio grande do sul coast and a feasibility study for an offshore installation.

Key institutions:

•  cOPPe/uFrJ: the department of Ocean engineering of cOPPe/uFrJ (Federal univer-

sity of rio de Janeiro) has been developing research activities in ocean energy since 

2001, taking advantage of its high knowledge in naval and offshore technology. the 

submarine technology laboratory has developed the hyperbaric wave power device, 

and studies for other devices have been conducted.

•  PetrObrAs/cenPes: cenPes is the biggest research center in latin America, and is 

responsible for the whole r&d activities for PetrObrAs. the renewable energy divi-

sion in cenPes is responsible for the r&d activities for renewable energy and develops 

projects in solar energy, wind power, hydrogen, biomass, biofuels, energy efficiency and 

ocean energy. since 2004 this division has been studying ocean energy.

Technology demonstration and projects 
•  Pecém Ocean Energy Project: this project has been developed by eletrObrAs, ceará 

state government and cOPPe, to install a 50 kW prototype at Pecém Port (ceará coast), 

using cOPPe´s device. 

• technology: hydraulic pumping + Pelton turbine

• size: 50 kW (full scale)

• name: usina de Pecém

• location: Pecém Port, ceará state

• developer: cOPPe/uFrJ, eletrObrAs, ceará state government

• current status: cooperation contract under signature 

• Funding: public (government and Public utility company – eletrobras)

CANADA
melanie nadeau, natural resources canada, cAnmet energy technology centre

this year has seen much activity in ocean energy with several initiatives underway such as 

the bay of Fundy strategic environmental Assessment and the nova scotia request for pro-

posals for the multi-user facility and technology providers. the government of canada along 

with provincial governments are working on interim regulatory approaches for offshore 

renewable energy to ensure the successful deployment of devices. both governments are 

also involved in r&d related support activities for the sector. technology development is on– 

going with companies such as blue energy, syncWave and Wave energy technologies doing 

tank tests and coastal hydropower and new energy doing field trials as well as clean current 

at race rocks. evidence of the growing interest in ocean energy can be attested with the 

two well-attended Oreg symposiums. 
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Policy & Prospects
in 2007, the government of canada announced programs that can assist in supporting the 

ocean energy industry in canada, including the following:

EcoEnergy Technology Initiative I. – Approximately 230 million cdn will be invested in 

energy s&t to fund research, development and demonstration of clean energy tech-

nologies.

EcoEnergy Renewable Energy Initiative – II. investment of more than 1.5 billion cdn 

to boost canada’s renewable energy supply. this program is expected to encourage 

4000mW of new renewable power capacity between 2007 and 2011 (14.3 terawatt-

hours of new generation). One cent per kwh of production will be offered to qualifying 

projects over a 10 year period. it is anticipated that proposed project (s) must have a 

total capacity of 1mW or larger.

Ecotrust for Clean Air and ClimateIII.  Change – Approximately 1.5 billion cdn of funding 

has been allocated on a national basis to provinces and territories to develop tech-

nologies including renewable energy technologies and encourage energy efficiency.

the government of canada recognizes the importance of supporting clean energy tech-

nologies, increasing renewable energy supply, and improving energy efficiency in canada. 

the canadian government is currently working on a framework for the management of 

offshore renewable energy resources (including ocean energy) in areas under federal 

jurisdiction. in recognition of the potential future opportunities for generating clean elec-

tricity from the emerging ocean renewable energy industry, this framework will provide an 

effective and efficient regulatory environment for future ocean energy projects.

the british columbia (bc) government speech from the throne presented aggressive tar-

gets for fighting climate change and decreasing the dependence on carbon in the prov-

ince. the new energy plan released in February supported this by setting the target for 

bc to be energy self-sufficient by 2016. the energy Plan stated ocean energy as a “future 

supply option with great potential” and included mechanisms such as a 25 million cdn 

innovation clean energy Fund, and a standard offer for projects under 10 mW in an effort 

to support clean energy projects . the province has also published an interim directive on 

lands access for ocean energy and is in the process of developing a provincial strategy. 

in early 2007, the nova scotia government invested $500,000 cdn to help develop green 

energy such as tidal power and get a better understanding of natural gas deposits. Of this, 

a grant was awarded to the Offshore energy environmental research (Oeer) to conduct 

a strategic environmental Assessment (seA) for offshore renewable energy in the bay 

of Fundy. nova scotia issued requests for proposals which included the development of 

multi-user facility in the bay of Fundy and tidal in-stream technology providers. 

Along with supporting the bay of Fundy strategic environmental Assessment, the gov-

ernment of new brunswick released an interim Policy on allocation of crown lands for 

research in support of in-stream tidal Power generation. the purpose of this policy is 

to provide interim guidance to the government and the public concerning dispositions of 

submerged crown land for research to support the future development of in-stream tidal 

power generation. 

Research and development 
the british and canadian high commission in collaboration with natural resources can-

ada organized a uK-canada marine energy Workshop to share best practices and identify 

opportunities for collaboration in marine energy. the workshop brought together over 
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40 participants from the uK and canada including scientists and technologists, government researchers, utili-

ties and industry representatives. A number of collaborative ideas and projects were discussed with proposed 

actions to carry these forward.

the first Ocean energy technical Advisory committee (tAc) was held by natural resources canada in november 

to discuss objectives of an r&d program and future related activities. Federal research projects commenced in 

2007 focusing on the development of codes and standards, conducting environmental baseline research and 

providing a more detailed resource assessment.

the Offshore energy environmental research Association (Oeer), a not-for-profit corporation, has been exam-

ining the potential for offshore renewable energy in the bay of Fundy and is leading the seA for the area. since 

its inception in 2006, Oeer has been dedicated to fostering offshore energy and environmental research and 

development. Oeer members include Acadia university, st. Francis xavier university, cape breton university and 

the nova scotia department of energy. For more information, see www.offshoreenergyresearch.ca. 

Western universities including the university of british columbia and the university of victoria have been con-

tinuously conducting research for their respective technology developments, the blue energy Ocean turbine and 

the syncwave Power resonator. similarly, the eastern universities have been involved with Oeer in advancing 

research for the deployment of ocean energy devices.

Technology demonstration and projects 
Clean Current Power Systems Inc. has completed testing of 

their 65kW tidal current turbine located at race rocks, brit-

ish columbia. the tidal turbine has successfully extracted 

power in flows up to 6.6 knots and was extracted from the 

water in may of 2007. the unit is currently undergoing care-

ful inspection and it is intended that it be refitted with a new 

bearing systems. All lessons learned at race rocks will be 

incorporated into the commercial scale design.

building on experience from the rite projects in new 

york’s east river, Verdant Power Canada Inc. is working on 

the cornwall Ontario river energy (cOre) project planned 

for operation in the st. lawrence river, canada. the cOre 

project will demonstrate the feasibility and commercial via-

bility of verdant Power canada’s river-powered Free Flow™ 

turbine. cOre will be conducted in a two-phase project over 

4 years, with initial operations having begun in the Fall of 

2007. the ultimate goal of the cOre project is to develop 15 

mW in cornwall, Ontario. 

Nova Scotia Power Inc. (NSPI), the provincial utility, has com-

menced a tidal stream demonstration pilot scale project that 

is planned to be in operation by september 2009. nsPi will 

partner with Open hydro for this demonstration project and 

will install a submersible gravity base which will be lowered 

to the bottom of minas Passage in the bay of Fundy. their 

objective is to evaluate the efficacy of tidal stream turbine 

technologies and to gain hands-on experience in installing, 

operating and maintaining a tidal generation system. the 

focus of this project will be a 1 mW demo unit but it is antici-

race rocks tidal current project, brit¬ish columbia

verdant Power canada inc. tidal current project
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pated that the collection of information will have some applicability 

to a larger scaled up array of units.

New Energy Corporation Inc. has built 5 kW, 10kW and 25 kW vertical 

axis hydro turbines that will be deployed in manitoba, Alberta and 

british columbia for in-stream river applications. the company has 

been receiving interest from remote communities in canada, as well 

as from Japan and india. new energy has plans to demonstrate this 

technology as a tidal power generation on british columbia’s west 

coast. this will entail the installation of 500 kW power-generating 

capacity in a narrow channel between maude island and Quadra 

island, adjacent to seymour narrows, near campbell river, bc. 

Relevant National Association’s Activities
in early summer of 2007, the Ocean renewable energy group (Oreg) 

held a symposium in nanaimo, british columbia which included a 

public information session and a regional opportunity forum. in 

October, Oreg held its annual Fall symposium in saint John, new 

brunswick. this event drew participants from across canada, the 

us and the uK. updates on local initiatives, technology projects development activities 

across canada and thoughts on the importance of regional business development were 

presented. during the event, marine current turbines announced the signing of two mOus 

with canadian project development companies. Oreg has been very active throughout 

the year and has seen an increase in membership nearing 100. 

CHINA

Policy & Prospects
On August 31st 2007, the national development and reform commission issued “middle and 

long term Program of renewable energy development”. One of the targets for renewable 

energy development is to tackle the shortage of power and fuel supply in remote areas by 

using renewable energy. With about 32,000 km of coastline and more than 6,500 offshore 

islands, china has a large potential for tidal and wave energy generation.

Research and Development  
rd&d activities in tidal current energy have been carried out by harbin engineering uni-

versity (heu) and wave energy activities have been conducted by guangzhou institute of 

energy conversion, chinese Academy of sciences. 

Ongoing Projects on Ocean energy development in china:

•  national survey of ocean energy and evaluation of its utilization

•  demonstration study of comprehensive development and utilization of offshore 

islands.

•  technology research on low-cost ocean energy development and utilization (sup-

ported by the ministry of science and technology)

•  demonstration project for ocean energy development and utilization of islands.

vertical axis hydro turbines for in-stream river applications devel-
oped by new energy corporation inc.
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Technology Demonstration and Projects 
Tidal Power

china has developed several small tidal power projects, and Jiangxia tidal power 

station built in 1980 is the largest experimental station in china to date, with 

installed capacity of 3.2 mW, located at Zhejiang Province.

Tidal current

in china recent activities in tidal current concern the construction and operation 

of two prototypes in Zhejiang province:  the floating project Wanxiang-i 70kW 

(1996-2002) and Wanxiang-ii 40kW project constructed in the end of 2005 by har-

bin engineering university. the prototype is bottom standing and the electric 

power output is used by a light tower near a bridge.  

Wave Energy

in china there is large experience and knowledge on the construction of a few 

onshore small scale oscillating water column (OWc) plants, being the most 

recent one the grid-connected 100kW OWc power plant, built in 2000, in shanwei 

city of guangdong Province by guangzhou institute of energy conversion. After 

its deep involvement in OWc technology over some decades, guangzhou insti-

tute of energy conversion has started to research with a new kind of technology, 

using an oscillating buoy and hydraulic system instead of OWc and air turbine. A 

50 kW onshore oscillating buoy wave energy device was built in April 2006. this 

plant has a buoy capturing wave power and uses three pumps with capacities of 

10kW, 20kW and 40kW to convert the captured energy into hydraulic energy. the 

hydraulic energy is used to drive two hydraulic motors connected with one 20kW 

and one 30kW generators respectively. An energy buffer with capacity of 10 mJ 

is used to produce electricity in a stand-along mode as well as to use the excess 

energy for desalination. 

References:
–  Presentation by Prof. yage you, guangzhou institute of energy conversion, chinese Academy of 

sciences, “Wave energy technology in china”, at the 7eWtec, september 10, 2007.

–  Presentation by honghang sun, the ministry of science and technology, chinese Program and 

incentive Policies of renewable energy development, 2007-10-23

–  Website of the China New Energy Network (CNE), information network system constructed by 

guangzhou institute of energy conversion, chinese Academy of sciences, while under the direc-

tion of state ministry of science & technology, state economic & trade commission and chinese 

Academy of sciences jointly, http://www.newenergy.org.cn/english/website/ocean.htm, accessed 

in February 2008

Wanxiang-ii 40kW tidal current prototype plant in Zhejiang province

50 kW onshore oscillating buoy wave power device, energy buffer system, and desalination device
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DENMARK
Kim nielsen, ramboll, denmark

Policy and Prospects
since the end of the danish Wave energy development program in year 2002 there has 

been no dedicated development Policy on Ocean energy in denmark. 

Research and Development 
the interest in developing wave energy technology among developers is growing in den-

mark – much work is carried out on private basis.

energinetdK www.energinet.dk supports development of renewable energy in denmark 

within a frame of 130 mio dKK. in 2008 three Wave energy projects will receive 2,8% of 

these funds or 3,6 mio ddK based on applications submitted in 2007.

Technology Demonstration and Projects
Floating Power Plant A/s Poseidon’s Organ demon¬stration Project (www.floatingpower-

plant.com) - is currently being constructed for offshore test at vindeby offshore wind tur-

bine park, by the coast of lolland 

in denmark. the test system is 37 

meters wide, 25 meters long, 6 

meters high (to deck) and weighs 

approximately 200 tons. the test 

system is being built in nakskov 

harbor and will be lunched in the 

spring of 2008. dong energy and 

private shareholders give finan-

cial support the project.

Wave Star Energy A/S, (http://

www.wavestarenergy.com) – 

continues testing the 24 meters 

long 1:10 scale model in nissum 

bredning until August 2008. the 

20 floats on each side of the 

machine are one meter in diameter and generate electricity up to about 5.5 kilowatt. A half 

scale unit of two floats on a pier in the north sea is being constructed supported with 4 

mio. ddK of funding from energi dK in 2007. the ultimate future goal of Wave star energy 

is to produce series of 240-metre long Wave star machines of 6 megawatt.

Wave Dragon, (http://www.wavedragon.net) – the 237 tonnes prototype project in nis-

sum bredning has continued since march 2003. the prototype has been continuously 

tested until January 2005. in April 2006 a modified prototype was deployed at a more ener-

getic wave climate in nissum bredning and the tests are planned to continue with newly 

secured funding. in Wales the planning of a 7 mW Wave dragon to be deployed 2-3 miles off 

milford haven and tested for 3-5 years is progressing.

Waveplane AS, (www.waveplane.com) – since 2007 the development of the waveplane 

project has been undertaken by a new company in denmark, financed by private investors. 

the plan is to develop and deploy a full scale prototype in year 2009.

FlOAting POWer PlAnt A/s Poseidons Organ under construction
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Dexa Wave Energy ApS (http://www.dexa.dk) – is a 

relatively new project developer in denmark that has 

secured private investment for the project develop-

ment. in some aspects the project reminds one of the 

cockerel raft utilising the relative motion between the 

front and rear of a hinged raft.

LEANCON Wave Energy, this project is concerned with 

the development of a floating structure containing 

a large number of manifolded OWc units. tests have 

been carried out at the inverters home in the open sea 

and in Aalborg university. the project has received 

funding from energinetdK.

Bølgevingen (Wave Wing) www.waveenergyfyn.dk – 

is a project supported by energinetdK for small scale 

testing and documentation.

Relevant National Association’s Activities
in 2007, the danish Wave energy Association (http://

waveenergy.dk/) also hosted its two meetings for 

national interaction between developers and interest-

ed parties.

EuROPEAN COMMISSION
Anna gigantino, european commission, dg rtd

EU Renewable Energy Policy Context
energy technologies will be crucial to successfully fighting against climate change and securing world and euro-

pean energy supply. technology is vital in reaching all our energy and climate change policy objectives: to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions by 20% and ensure 20% of renewable energy sources in the eu energy mix; to reduce 

eu primary energy use by 20% by 2020. research and innovation in energy technology are therefore vital in 

meeting the eu’s ambition to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 60-80% by 2050.

the development of renewable energy – particularly energy from wind, water, solar power and biomass – is 

a central aim of the european commission’s energy policy. europe’s potential to develop a new generation of 

decarbonised energy technologies, such as off-shore wind, solar technology, or second generation biomass, is 

enormous.

however, actions to develop new energy technologies, lower their costs and bring them to the market must be 

better organised and carried out more efficiently. this is why the european commission is proposing the strate-

gic energy technology Plan, a comprehensive plan to establish a new energy research agenda for europe. this 

Plan is to be accompanied by better use of and increases in resources, both financial and human, to accelerate 

the development and deployment of low-carbon technologies of the future.

the european commission is proposing a new approach, which focuses on more joint planning, making better 

use of the potential of the european research and innovation area and fully exploiting the possibilities opened 

up by the internal market. in particular, the Plan includes the commitment to set up a series of new priority euro-

pean industrial initiatives focusing on the development of technologies for which working at community level 

dexa Wave energy Aps project

leAncOn Wave energy Project
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will add most value. the Plan proposes the strengthening of the industrial research and innovation, by aligning 

european, national and industrial activities; it also proposes the creation of a european energy research Alliance 

to ensure much greater cooperation among energy research organisations as well as improved planning and 

foresight at european level for energy infrastructure and systems. 

more information is included in the set-plan document, available at: 

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/res/setplan/communication_2007_en.htm

Following the extensive public consultation which ended in June 2007, the european commission adopted on 10 

October 2007 a communication setting out its vision for an integrated maritime Policy for the eu, together with 

a detailed action plan setting out an ambitious work program for the years ahead. the communication and Action 

Plan are accompanied by a report on the results of the consultation which revealed strong stakeholder support 

for the commission’s initiative.

the new policy will be built on europe’s strengths in marine research, technology and innovation. the communi-

cation and accompanying Action Plan list a range of concrete actions covering a wide spectrum of issues, ranging 

from maritime transport to the competitiveness of maritime businesses, employment, scientific research, fisher-

ies and the protection of the marine environment. 

the full package as well as further information on maritime affairs can be found at:  

http://ec.europa.eu/maritimeaffairs/index_en.html

Ocean Energy support under the FP7 (2007-2013)
the first call for proposals of the seventh Framework Program (FP7) was launched in december 2006, and 

included three different topics for Ocean energy, concerning respectively “new components and concepts for 

ocean energy converters”, “A strategy for ocean energy” and “Pre-normative research for ocean energy”. the 

projects, selected in 2007 for ec funding, and currently still being negotiated for a global amount of around 7 m€, 

are expected to start during the first half of 2008.

Undergoing ocean energy projects supported by the EC
during 2007, a number of ocean energy projects were running with the support of the sixth Framework Program 

(FP6). 

two directorate-generals of the european commission are charged with management and monitoring these 

projects: the directorate-general for research (dg research) for projects with medium to long term impact, and 

the directorate-general for transport and energy (dg tren) for demonstration projects.

the table below provides a summary of the Ocean energy research projects funded by the european commission 

in 2007:

Project acronym Duration (months) EC funding for the whole duration

WAve drAgOn mW 36 2.431.000 €

seeWec 36 2.299.755 €

cA-Oe 39 1.593.000 €

WAve ssg 30 1.000.000 €

Furthermore, six new demonstration projects are currently in the starting phase and one additional project will 

support strategic activities of the recently established european Ocean energy Association. 

the intelligent energy europe program provides funding for the WAvePlAm (WAve energy Planning and market-

ing) project, for a period of 36 months.
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FRANCE
hakim mouslim, research & Project engineer at ecole centrale de nantes/cnrs

the French Atlantic coast faces a favourable wave climate. the wave resource theoretical poten-

tial is estimated at 420 tWh/year. this potential nearly equals the electrical energy consumption 

in the country. in the past wave energy activities in France were focused on r&d supported by 

public funding. however, in 2007 the creation of a test site in the Pays de la Loire region (west 

coast and near nantes) was announced and the positive decision including means of financing 

was made in summer 2007. the building of the facilities is expected to be finished by mid 2010. 

the first project in the water is expected to be launched shortly after finishing the building works 

and commissioning. 

the program of the test site is supported by public funding (around 5m€) and designed for research 

and initial demonstration. this site will not be used for production but it will be fully instrumented 

with grid connection and onshore test facilities. the site will be open for both French and inter-

national device developers.

Policy & Prospects
since march 2007, a new law has set a feed-in price of 15c€/kWh for electricity produced using 

wave energy. this is a premiere for wave energy in France.

A new project supported by the French government and the local region “Pays de la loire” intends 

to build a grid connected test site for the experimentation of wave energy converters. this test 

site project launched by the “ecole centrale de nantes” started in 2007 securing €5m as part of 

a public funding program. the site will be fully instrumented to enable initial demonstration of 

wave energy devices and also research on marine and oceanographic applications. it is expected 

to be running the first tests by mid 2010 but certain research experiments may start sooner.

Research and Development 
research and development activities in wave energy are mainly focused on the Fluid mechanics 

laboratory, a research unit formed by the “Ecole Centrale de Nantes” and the national scientific 

research centre (cnrs). this research unit has one of the largest wave tank facilities in europe 

and has developed more than 25 years experience in wave energy.

The SEAREV Wave Energy Converter

the seArev wave energy converter development project is lead by the “ecole centrale de nantes” 

and integrated within an industrial consortium. the project is based on strong numerical model-

ling of hydrodynamics and fluid structure interaction developed by the Fluid mechanics labora-

tory. numerical models have been calibrated and validated through various experimental testing 

activities. 

A 1:12 model was tested at the “ecole centrale de nantes” wave tank facility during the summer of 

2006. this production model was a first generation production model of seArev which helped the 

validation and calibration of the numerical codes used for the simulation of the device.

A second model at 1:25 scale was tested during the summer of 2007. the experiments were meant 

to conduct survivability tests with a new generation of the device. several mooring designs have 

been tested. the different configurations lead to validation of numerical mooring models and cali-

bration of several parameters.

A second 1:12 model is expected to be tested in nantes in the summer of 2008 and a full scale 

500kW prototype may be under construction for testing activities in the summer of 2010.
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GERMANY
Jochen bard, institut fuer solare energieversorgungstechnik, iset

With respect to available resources in the range of some percentage of the electricity 

consumption, a continuing high interest in ocean energy can be found in germany in the 

public as well as in research and industry. currently around 15 r&d institutes and universi-

ties are involved in developing wave, tidal current and osmosis power in the framework 

of most european research projects. in addition, there are around 25 companies involved 

into system and component development and supply to different technologies mainly in 

europe. the four major german utilities have published plans to invest into ocean energy 

technologies, mainly wave and tidal. there is no installation developed in germany yet, but 

a first limpet type wave power plant of 250 kW has been announced to be installed on the 

north sea coast. 

the public funding in the framework of the national energy research program is currently 

limited to tidal turbine concept and component development. the total amount of public 

funding between 2001 and 2008 is around 2.5 mio euros. A feed in tariff for electricity from 

wave and tidal energy similar to the tariff for small hydropower (around 7 to 10 percent) 

is available under the renewable energy act of 2005. A first international conference on 

Ocean energy was held in 2006. A series of the national marine energy forum will be con-

tinued in April 2008. germany became a member of the ieA Oes in year 2007.

INDIA
Purnima Jalihal, national institute of Ocean technology, niOt 

india has a vast coastline of about 7500 km and a lot of islands. india is actively undertak-

ing the Ocean renewable energy research with the following objectives:

1.  Providing a viable alternative source for drinking water needs of the mainland and 

island population.

2.  developing technologies towards low powered wave energy devices for the needs of 

remote islands.

3.  developing Otec based energy devices to make the desalination plants both on the 

barge and the islands self-sufficient.

Policy & Prospects
ministry of earth sciences under the government of india works through national insti-

tute of Ocean technology to carry out research and developmental works in Ocean tech-

nology. the work towards developing technologies like wave powered devices and low 

temperature desalination is being done under this program of Ocean renewable energy. 

besides niOt, there are a few independent groups, like the indian institute of technology, 

chennai, that work on laboratory scale models of these wave power devices.

Research and Development 
the thrust areas of research revolve around desalination based on Ocean thermal gradi-

ent, and Wave Powered devices. 

National Institute of Ocean Technology, Chennai: the institute is the technical arm of the 

ministry of earth sciences, government of india, working towards development and dem-
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onstration of field scale models of Ocean renewable energy devices. As a part of its mandate, niOt has until now 

setup a 100 m3/day island based low temperature thermal desalination Plant at Kavaratti, india, in 2005 and 

demonstrated a 1000m3/day experimental barge mounted desalination Plant off chennai coast, india, in 2007. 

niOt is also working on wave powered devices meant for remote islands. 

Indian Institute of Technology, Chennai: the institute has research groups working towards the development 

of laboratory scale wave energy devices, and the development of technologies for distribution and restructuring 

of wave energy.

Technology Demonstration and Projects 

Low Temperature Thermal Desalination Wave Energy Device
Backward Bent 
Duct Buoy

Barge Mounted Plants Island Based Plants OWC based
OWC based floating 
device

technology
desalination using Ocean 
thermal gradient

desalination using 
Ocean thermal 
gradient

Oscillating Water column 
based Wave energy devices

backward bent duct 
buoy for wave power

size and scale
1000 m3/day 
experimental 
demonstration

100m3/day 
Operational Plant for 
island

Operational Plant 15kW 
capacity

small scale

Project name 1mld desalination Plant
Kavaratti 
desalination Plant

Wave energy Plant bbdb

location of the Plant chennai, india Kavaratti, india vizhinjam, india chennai, india

developer niOt niOt niOt niOt

current status
demonstrated the 
Operation in 2007.

Plant is operational, 
supplying to the 
island

Powering an rO based 
desalination plant for the 
local community

currently under field 
tests

results Achieved successfully completed
successfully handed 
over to island in 2006

concept successfully 
demonstrated in 2001

undergoing field tests

Plans
setup of a medium scale 
operational 10,000 m3/
day plant 

setup of similar 
plants in other 
islands of the region

no further plans as the 
Wave Power in the territorial 
waters of india is small

development as a small 
scale wave powered 
device for remote 
islands

Funding Public Public Public Public

A view of the 1000 m3/day barge mounted desalination Plant. A view of the 100 m3/day island based desalination Plant at Kavaratti, with an inset of 
islanders getting the distributed water.
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IRELAND
graham brennan, sustainable energy ireland

the development of Ocean energy technology in ireland is identified as priority area by the 

government and its importance is reflected in its relevant recent energy policy announce-

ments. Work is progressing in accordance with the guidelines expressed in the Ocean 

energy strategy which was launched in 2006. the establishment of the 1:4 scale wave 

energy test site in galway bay has given a significant opportunity to companies to pursue 

their development activities in an efficient manner. Attention is now focused on the estab-

lishment of a full scale grid connected test site which will serve to support preparations 

for a large scale developmental commercial site with strong growth potential.

Policy & Prospects
•  in march 2007 the irish government published an energy White Paper which set a 

target deployment of 500mW of ocean energy power by 2020. 

•  the Ocean energy strategy was launched by the irish government in April 2006. this 

sets forward a 4 phase framework to support the development of ocean energy in 

ireland. Phase 1 of this program is currently underway with support provided for 

research and development activities up to 1:4 scale together with support for 3rd level 

research activities. Attention is now focused on preparations for the development of 

a test site and a larger pre-commercial development site.

•  the government established the Parsons Award which provides 20meuro support for 

energy research in 3rd level institutes primarily focused on the areas of wind, biomass 

and ocean energy. the awards provide funding for post doctoral researchers for peri-

ods of 7 years.

•  the 1:4 scale test site in galway bay is operating successfully and provides access to 

developers for periods of up to 6 months. terms of access include safety, structural 

and operational requirements.

Research and Development 
•  Sustainable Energy Ireland is the national energy agency and provides grant support 

for r&d activities and technology developers in ocean energy (www.sei.ie).

•  the Marine Institute is responsible for the general development of ireland’s ocean 

resources which include areas such as fishing, tourism and energy. they are also the 

operator of the galway bay test site.

•  Hydraulics and Maritime Research Centre in University College cork is a key ocean 

energy research facility in ireland with special interest in ocean energy research and 

coastal engineering. the group expanded its staff size in 2007 following the alloca-

tion of long term 3rd level research funds.

•  University of Limerick has been actively pursuing the development of air turbines for 

use with oscillating water column devices. they have also secured long term funding 

under the Parsons Award scheme and intend to pursue ocean energy research activi-

ties.

•  the Electricity Research Centre in University College Dublin has had significant 

involvement in the integration and the study of management issues for intermittent 

renewable generators such as wind power systems operating on the national grid. 

their interests include modelling of dynamic response of electrical generators and 

tidal energy systems.

•  the Department of Communication Energy and Natural Resources is the govern-

ment department with responsibility for promoting renewable energy in ireland.
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Technology Demonstration and Projects 

Open Hydro

the Open hydro tidal turbine is owned and developed by an irish company based in dublin with manu-

facturing facilities in greenore, co. louth. the Open-centre turbine’s simple design means that it can 

withstand harsh ocean tides, while having no impact on marine mammals since it has no oils which 

can leak, no exposed lade tips and a significant opening at its centre. A 250 kW turbine is currently 

being tested at the european marine energy centre (emec) in the Orkney islands which was sup-

ported by a grant of 370keuro from sustainable energy ireland (sei). testing of the turbine is ongoing 

at emec. the company have won two commercial contracts to build devices in the channel islands 

and canada.

Ocean Energy Buoy

the Ocean energy buoy (Oe buoy) is a floating oscillating water column device which generates pow-

er from compressed air which is created with each passing wave. the Oe buoy was optimised at 1:50 

scale in the hydraulics and maritime research centre (hmrc) at university college cork before being 

tested at 1:15 scale in a large wave tank in nantes. the current 1:4 scale machine was first installed 

in galway bay in december 2006 where maximum wave heights reached 8m during the winter period. 

the machine was successfully tested from december 2006 through to the summer of 2007 without 

a turbine in order to give comparison with previous tank test work. in september 2007 the Oe buoy 

was fitted with an air turbine and returned to test where it is continuing to perform successfully. sei 

provided cumulative grant support of 515keuro.
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Wavebob

the Wavebob is a point absorber device. the Wavebob has been tested at 1:50 and 

1:20 scale before a decision to build a 1:4 scale machine was taken. A large scale 

prototype was installed in galway bay in 2006. the developers have an ongoing test 

program of development at the test site. some testing work was conducted in 2007 

with a further round of testing planned for galway bay throughout 2008. to date sei 

have provided grant support of 210keuro.

Other companies which have projects ongoing in ireland at present include Finavera 

Aquabuoy and technology From ideas. these companies are receiving support of 

185keuro.

Relevant National Association’s Activities
ireland operates an Ocean energy Forum bi-annually which is free to all interested 

groups. the Forum has been very successful and is quickly growing in size. it pro-

vides an open forum for developers, researchers, policy makers and market opera-

tors to address the key barriers facing the development of ocean energy in ireland. 

the Forum is currently operated by the marine institute and hmrc with input from 

sei. there were two meetings held in 2007 as follows:

•  28th June 2007 in university college in cork 

•  15th nov 2007 in marine institute Offices in galway

ITALY

the activity in italy concerning Ocean energy is still confined to the initiatives undertaken by the research and 

development company “Ponte di Archimede”, in the framework of the enermar project. 

there are two organisations in italy supporting ocean energy:

•  ministry of Foreign Affairs (www.esteri.it/ita/index.asp)

•  region sicilia (www.regione.sicilia.it/)

the cooperation with unidO (united nations industrial development Organization) for the installation of pro-

totypes of the Kobold turbine in the waters of three eastern countries is recognised as an important initiative 

towards the promotion of ocean energy.

Technology Demonstration and Projects 
the Kobold turbine is a submerged vertical-axis turbine for exploitation of marine currents installed in the strait 

of messina, 150 metres off the coast of ganzirri, since 2002. the installation of the enermar prototype has been 

financed by Ponte di Archimede company, together with a 50 % fund paid by the sicilian region Administration 

(regione siciliana), in the framework of european union structural Funds. during 2007 activities in the Kobold 

turbine concerned the collection of data including a complete map of the systems performance with power output 

for any current velocity and any number of revolutions of the turbine used in the power optimization procedure. 

this project has been disseminated among the developing countries in which unidO operates and the first three 

countries that expressed interest were the People’s republic of china, the Philippines, and indonesia. A joint-

venture was created, under the auspices of unidO, between “Ponte di Archimede” and the indonesian Walinusa 

energy corporation. A place to install the tidal current plant in indonesia has been identified in the lomboc island 

(immediately on the east of bali) and the project is expected to be completed by the end of 2008.

References: 

http://www.pontediarchimede.it/
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JAPAN

Policy & Prospects
•  the Basic Law of the Sea has been enforced on July 20th,2007 (On April 20, the 

diet enacted the law) in view of the importance of developing, utilizing and 

preserving resources within the eeZ and on the continental shelves around 

Japan, while calling for international cooperation in ocean resources devel-

opment, protection of the ocean environment, disaster prevention, sea res-

cues, etc. 

•  the Japanese government plans to prepare the first draft of its maritime plan 

by late October, announcing the final draft in January 2008.

•  A task force on Ocean energy in the marine technology Forum has been 

started to promote Ocean technology and development, the basis for the 

road map on Ocean development in Japan.

Research and Development 

OTEC 

institute of Ocean energy, saga university (iOes), has been supported by the Jap-

anese government and within the 21st cOe Program of “Advanced science and 

technology for utilization of Ocean energy” it was built an experimental Otec sys-

tem (30kW) using ammonia/water mixtures as working fluid. Future plans under 

this program concern the development of a floating ocean nutrient enhancer, 

‘tAKumi’, using Otec as power source. 

Wave Energy

research activities on the backward bent duct buoy (bbdb) wave energy device 

invented by mr. masuda are still progressing in saga university.

sea trials with impulse turbine for OWc wave energy devices are progressing 

within a join collaboration of matsue national college of technology, saga univer-

sity and the ministry of land infrastructure and transport.

References:
– IEA-OES Annual Report 2006 

– Presentation by Dr. Ikegami, Saga University, at Messina ExCo meeting October 2007

Aquaculture project ‘tAKumi’ using Otec

impulse turbine and demonstration 
plant with turbine impulse in niigata 
since 2005

experimental Otec plant (30kW) using Ammonia/Water mixtures 
as Working Fluid
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MEXICO
gerardo hiriart, instituto de ingeniería, unAm

Research and Development 

Tidal energy

in mexico there are no tidal power plants that use the energy of the oceans, 

nor projects of development of any type of these power facilities. Although 

it has been discussed that the sea of cortés has an enormous potential for 

electric generation. estimations of this potential have been made by the 

institute of engineering of the unAm.

A numeric model has been carried out to estimate the potential energy of 

the tides in the gulf of california due to the fact that in this area there is 

a concentration of energy, reaching a tide height of approximately 6 m, in 

the season of spring tides. this form of energy can be exploited with a tidal 

power plant that practically works like a hydroelectric of low head in which 

a dam is built to be able to create a level difference. there are three opera-

tion ways to generate electricity and numerical simulations have been 

made to know the behaviour in these three generation ways: 

•  Flood generation. – When the tide is ascending and it enters into the 

reservoir – in this case the generation is from the sea towards the res-

ervoir. 

•  ebb generation – When the tide is descending and it leaves the previ-

ously full reservoir in high tide – in this case the generation is from the 

reservoir toward the sea. 

•  Flood – ebb generation in flood-ebb – this generation way is as its 

name indicates a combination of the two previous and the generation 

is done in two ways. 

Afterwards detailed simulations have been made for four different reser-

voir sizes in the high gulf of california.

Current energy

the energy of the currents can be divided into two types according to the 

generation source: i) the one that takes place with the ascent and descent 

movement of the tide, called tide currents, and ii) the other, called oceanic 

currents, takes place with the gradients of temperature and salinity. unAm 

is working on the development of a device able to take advantage of this 

energy and to transform it into electric power and further on the quanti-

fication of the potential that exists in the gulf of california. recent cam-

paigns of measurements of currents have been carried out by unAm. it has 

been found that the maximum speed is of 1.40 m/s and the average speed 

is of 0.56 m/s, the average power for m2 is of 171.00 watts, multiplied by the 

area of the channel where depths are around 15 m, it is obtained a power 

of 96 mW. supposing that 36% of this energy can be exploited, the amount 

of 302 gWh/year would be obtained taking into account that turbines are 

placed in the whole traverse area of the channel. laboratory tests have 

been carried out to verify the efficiency of the system. 
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Technology Demonstration and Projects 
Wave Energy Project in Baja California, in Santa Rosaliita y Rosarito – Project financed by the 

Federal commission of electricity: Feasibility study of two projects in the proximities of the towns 

of santa rosaliita and rosarito, baja california state, including the following activities in each 

place: evaluation of the selected places, evaluation of the resource, hydrographic measurement, 

geotechnical measurement, economic analysis and conceptual design of the device specific of 

each place. in this study it has been considered the technology developed by Oceanlinx. 

Relevant National Association’s Activities
On the 22nd and 23rd of march the International Symposium of Water and Energy took place, 

organized jointly by the council of the circum-Pacific, the committee of energy of the Ocean of 

the international Agency of energy and the institute of engineering, with the participation of 

representatives from 19 countries. the inauguration was done by engineer rubén Flores garcía, 

undersecretary of electricity of the secretary of energy who came in representation of georgina 

Kessel, director of this secretary. Other participants were doc Pat leahy, director associated of 

the geologic service of usA and vice-president of the council circum-Pacific, gouri bhuyan, presi-

dent of the committee of energy of the Ocean and the director of the institute of engineering, dr. 

sergio Alcocer de castro. 

NETHERLANDS
P. c. scheijgrond, ecofys netherlands bv 

the dutch ocean energy potential is made up of the north sea, the river delta Westerschelde open 

to the sea in the south and the Waddenzee around the islands in the north. Furthermore there are 

some enclosed bodies of water as part of the dutch delta works, the largest being the iJsselmeer, 

Oosterschelde and grevelingen. these bodies have little or reduced tidal influences, but could 

have potential as a tidal flow, barrage or osmotic resource. Furthermore there are many rivers and 

canals with a low hydraulic gradient which could be considered for zero-head applications. 

the dutch resource potential for energy from the seas and rivers has not been studied in detail. 

several publications from both consultancies and developers claim potentials for specific loca-

tions or technologies. For example, the tidal stream resource at the exit of the Oosterschelde 

dam has been estimated to be in the order of 100-200mW when using tidal flow technologies. the 

developers of the dynamic tidal Plant predict a potential of 10.000mW along the dutch coast line. 

the wave resource on the north sea has average energy levels of up to 11kW/m wave width off-

shore. Another study estimated the osmotic energy potential in the netherlands at 16 tWh. 

Policy & Prospects
At present the dutch government has not developed policies to support ocean energy technolo-

gies. support is only available for those technologies that are identified to “make a considerable 

contribution to the renewable energy mix of the dutch grid”. Ocean energy is not yet identified as 

promising resource for the dutch renewable energy mix at present. 

however, a new program called Winn (Water innovations) has the objective to identify and realise 

pilots to demonstrate “on land” technologies that generate electricity from water (e.g. low head 

hydro and osmosis). the program is under management of the dutch directorate for Public Works 

and Water management (rijkswaterstaat).
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A new support scheme for sustainable energy sde (stimuleringsregeling duurzame ener-

gie) will be disclosed early 2008 and it is unknown whether ocean energy will be mentioned 

separately. the scheme is developed by the ministry of economic Affairs (eZ) and will be 

managed by senternovem.

Research and Development 
•  Alkyon Hydraulic Consultancy & Research offers expertise in coastal and offshore 

hydraulic engineering and research. they are developers of the dynamic tidal Power 

system.

•  ECN – the Energy Centre Netherlands develops high-level knowledge and technology 

for sustainable energy systems and transfers it to the market. in the past they have 

cooperated on ocean energy projects.

•  Ecofys Netherlands bv is the largest independent consultancy dedicated to sustain-

able energy in the netherlands. several studies related to tidal, wave and osmotic 

energy have been published for local and national authorities. ecofys is also develop-

ing the Wave rotor.

•  KEMA is a commercial enterprise, specializing in high-grade business and techni-

cal consultancy, inspections and measurements, testing and certification, related to 

products, processes and equipment for the production, distribution and use of elec-

tricity. they have carried out a number of feasibility studies for pumped storage con-

cepts.

•  Teamwork Technology BV. technology and business development of sustainable 

technology, modeling of the physical process, engineering of demo equipment and 

monitoring during testing. Operates a test site for (tidal) turbines. specialist in elec-

trical direct drive equipment and grid connections.

•  Technical University of Delft is involved in the technical development both generic 

and device specific issues ranging from direct drive generators, hydraulic computa-

tion modelling and systems development.

•  Wetsus is a centre for sustainable water technology, especially research into reversed 

electro dialysis (red): prevention of fouling, system and membrane design

Technology Demonstration and Projects 
Dynamic Tidal Power (DTP)

the concept of dtP by Alkyon hydraulic consultancy & research and h2id proposes to 

build a very long artificial t-shaped dam perpendicular to the (dutch) coast and to the 

tidal flow. the existence of such dam in a tidal flow creates a hydraulic head over the two 

sides which can be used to drive conventional low head hydro turbines mounted in the 

dam. in a tandem array (ie two dams) with proper spacing with respect to the tidal wave, 

the hydraulic head of both t-dams combined could yield a virtually constant power when 

producing into the same grid. 

the validity of this tidal power concept was elaborated 

in a study in 1997 assigned by senternovem. A pilot 

project to test the required low head turbines is planned 

to start in 2009 in one of the dikes of the delta Project 

(grevelingen dam). the feasibility of a pilot project for 

a large t-dam in china has recently been considered. 

this should take place in the framework of a joint sino-

dutch dtP-Platform.

dynamic tidal Power schematic concept for dutch coast, by 
Alkyon and h2id.
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Hydropower Magnifier

entry technology bv in rhenen (nl) is working on a concept called the hydropower mag-

nifier. the physical principle behind this system is based on wave energy: Waves generated 

by a low head wave maker are concentrated on a higher energy state (head) and in a final 

step converted into electrical power. A feasibility study has been supported under the neO 

program (new energy research) of senternovem.

HydroRing, renewable hydro-energy

hydroring is being developed by hydroring bv (www.hydroring.eu). hydroring is an axial 

flow rotor with magnetic rim bearings and power take off in the rim of the rotor housing. 

since there is no need for a central shaft, it is expected that fish can pass easily. hydroring 

is designed to be installed in existing weirs and locks throughout europe and for remote 

area’s in developing countries. A dutch eOs demO (new energy research) grant was 

awarded for a field demonstration together with the dutch directorate for Public Works 

and Water management (rijkswaterstaat). the demonstration started in July 2007. by the 

end of 2008 the prototype will be installed in a weir in the netherlands. 

REDstack

redstack is a spinoff company from Wetsus. the scientific research of Wetsus on reverse 

electro dialysis (‘blue energy’) is applied at redstack into a technical design of a stack 

assembly of membranes and electrodes to generate electricity from salt and fresh water. 

When fresh water flows into sea water, huge energy can be derived from the difference 

between the chemical potentials of concentrated and diluted salt concentrations. in sev-

eral projects within the new energy research program of senternovem, low-cost mem-

branes and other key-components are under development. the promising results raised 

interest of different industrial and power supply companies and water authorities to 

invest in pilot tests. Parties agreed on the following development path:

•  industrial pilot (kW-scale) on saline flows in a salt factory (Financial supported by 

senternovem, innowator project; 2007-2009)

•  Feasibilty study and definition of requirements for a commu-

nal power plant of 200 mW at the Afsluitdijk (Private funding, 

2008)

•  communal pilot (10-40 kW) on sea water and river water 

(2009-2010) at the Afsluitdijk

•  communal pilot (1 mW) on sea water and river water 

(2010-2012) at the Afsluitdijk

Tocardo

the tocardo turbine, developed by tocardo bv, is an axial flow tur-

bine with two fixed blades. the turbine has no gearbox; instead 

it has a permanent magnet direct drive generator and therefore 

an expected low maintenance profile (10 year cycle). With a vari-

able speed control the device is able to run at velocities up 3.6m/s. 

A 2.8m diameter machine has been tested in a sluice gate at the 

Afsluitdijk during the summer of 2005. this project was funded by 

the partners together with the province of north holland and the 

regional fund “Kop & munt”. 
Artist impression of a red stack plant at the iJsselmeer (www.redstack.nl)
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there are two ranges of products planned:

Tocardo 2800 -4500

A small diameter turbine for inshore purpose which makes use of existing civil con-

structions to connect to. these systems are sized to the channels and water flows 

in which they are applied and are rated from 40kW 2.8m up to 150 kW at 4.5m diam-

eter. in 2007 three turbines will be installed with a total rating of 120kW. in 2010 a 

project is expected for 1 mW rated set of seven turbines. 

Tocardo 10000-20000

A larger diameter turbine 10m diameter. this design is especially for offshore pur-

pose. the project development for this product is ongoing. the target is to install 

the first systems in 2008 or 2009 in the Pentland Firth (north scotland) with a total 

rated power of 10mW. 

Wave Rotor

the Wave rotor is a new wave turbine working on simple wind turbine principles 

and is capable of converting both tidal and wave energy directly into electrical 

power. the Wave rotor exploits the orbital velocities within waves and utilizes the 

principle of hydrodynamic lift to turn a set of blades around a vertical axis.

experimental trials were successfully completed at narec on a 10th scale model 

of ecofys’ Wave rotor (www.ecofys.nl) and also at iFremer in brest in waves and 

tidal currents. the narec test was funded via the carbon trust’s marine energy 

challenge Program under the supervision of halcrow. A grid-connected model test 

in the sea in denmark was funded by the danish Wave energy Program. currently 

a construction is being prepared for a 30kWp rated Wave rotor which will be sus-

pended from a pier in the Westerschelde in 2008 in cooperation with the city coun-

cil of borsele and total nv (more information: www.ecofys.nl).

Relevant National Association’s Activities
there is no association which represents the industry. however, a listed group of 

over 50 individuals in the netherlands have a direct interest in the development of 

this industry. they are representing offshore contracting and engineering com-

panies, research institutes, developers, policy makers and consultancies. some 

events organised in the recent past include:

•  Dag van Maarssen, launch of the Water innovations program, november 

2007

•  Coordinated action on Ocean Energy, Amsterdam, two day workshop on com-

ponent design, reliability and production, march 2006

•  “Marine Parks”, an initiative by the innovatie netwerk aims to combine func-

tions at sea, combining wind, wave, tidal and bio cultures at sea. the emphasis 

is on the latter, investigating offshore mussels, algae and fish farming.

•  The POSEIDON vision (initiated by econcern) presents a vision for harvesting 

renewable ocean resources and creating a system that will ensure a sustaina-

ble electricity supply. it includes an offshore grid – connecting wind, wave and 

osmotic power projects to national grids – as well as offshore carbon-neutral 

power plants. it is also a focal point for existing initiatives by a range of project 

developers, linking them to developing power markets and new technologies. 

(more information: www.poseidonenergy.com)

tocardo turbine by teamwork technology, demonstrated 
at the Afsluitdijk in a sluice gate (www.tocardo.nl)

Wave rotor artist impression and model tests at narec
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NEW ZEALAND
John huckerby, AWAteA

the principal change in 2007 was the introduction of the energy strategy and energy effi-

ciency and conservation strategy, particularly the announcement of the marine energy 

deployment Fund. government policies and modelling explicitly include marine energy for 

the first time. the activity amongst marine energy projects has also increased.

Other initiatives include energyscape study, which includes basic mapping of marine ener-

gy resources; electricity commission’s project on “transmission to enable renewables” 

and proposals for a marine mammal sanctuary, particularly to protect the very endan-

gered maui’s dolphin.

Policy & Prospects
there are no national targets for deployments of marine energy projects. however, the 

recently published new Zealand energy strategy (11 October 2007) sets a target of 90% of 

generation to come from renewable sources by 2025 (currently ~ 65%).

there are no feed-in tariff, rOc or production tax credits: it has been considered but 

appears to have been rejected in favour of ‘level playing field’. A marine energy centre has 

been proposed but is not currently being developed. there is no streamlining of permitting 

for project development – all projects are subject to resource management Act 1991.

current r&d funding is below nZ$ 1 million per annum. current energy research funding 

round offers nZ$ 5 million total from 1 October 2008 – it may exceed $1 million for marine 

energy.

Relevant Legislation: 

•  new Zealand energy strategy – has five headline goals: 90% renewable generation 

by 2025; halving per capita emissions by 2040; 250,000 ha increase in forests by 2020; 

early deployment of electric vehicles and leading research on agricultural emissions 

reductions. 

•  new Zealand energy efficiency and conservation strategy – contains four initiatives 

for marine energy: marine energy deployment Fund (see below), marine energy atlas 

by end-2009, technical and industry standards for supporting the roll-out of marine 

energy systems from 2010; ongoing support for the Aotearoa Wave and tidal energy 

Association (AWAteA).

•  marine energy deployment Fund – to promote prototype deployments; nZ$ 8 million 

available over 4 years (nZ$ 2 million per year); funding for deployments connected 

to meaningful load; first round opened on 17 October 2007; applications close on 29 

February 2008; awards by end-may 2008.

•  emissions trading regime – from 1 January 2008; will include all sectors of the econ-

omy and all gases; forestry has already joined sector; stationary energy sector will 

follow on 1 January 2010.
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Research and Development 
government has provided r&d funding to three marine energy projects over last four 

years. Principal beneficiary is Wave energy technology – new Zealand (Wet-nZ) consor-

tium, which comprises two crown research institutes (industrial research limited and 

national institute for Water and Atmospheric research) and a private company, Power 

Projects limited.

Key organizations:

•  Foundation for research, science and technology – government’s science r&d fund-

ing agency.

•  energy efficiency and conservation Authority – crown Agency responsible for promot-

ing energy efficiency and conservation and delivering government’s program in these 

areas. nominal responsibility for government’s involvement in marine energy.

•  industrial research limited – crown research institute (i.e., government-owned 

research organization), specializing in electrical and mechanical research. speciality 

in high-temperature superconductors.

•  niWA – also crown research institute with expertise in marine sciences, including 

resource assessments, hydrodynamics and mooring.

•  Power Projects limited – private consulting company with focus on marine energy. 

Founder of AWAteA.

Technology Demonstration and Projects 
there are 24 projects currently active in nZ at various scales and stages of development. 

most are not public but the 4 most advanced are:

•  Crest Energy – submitted resource consent application for incremental development 

of 200 mW tidal stream turbine project in outer part of Kaipara harbour; consent 

applications due to be heard in first half of 2008; will utilize Openhydro technology; 

currently privately funded.

•  Neptune Power – submitted resource consent application for single tidal stream tur-

bine deployment in cook strait, trial device is 1 mW (to be deployed between 2009 – 

2011); 150 x 3 mW turbines by 2021.

•  Wave Energy Technology – new Zealand (Wet-nZ) – r & d consortium (see above) 

has developed 2 kW experimental wave energy converter, which has been deployed in 

lyttelton harbour during 2007; currently building second experimental device; plans 

to build 100 kW pre-commercial device; government funded but seeking commercial 

partners.

•  Power Generation Projects – proposal to import Pelamis technology (although large-

ly fabricated in new Zealand); visited Ocean Power delivery (OPd) and others in uK in 

June 2007; current status unknown.

Relevant National Association’s Activities
Aotearoa Wave and tidal energy Association (AWAteA) has 56 corporate, Professional, 

non-profit and individual members; held annual conference “blue energy: taking the 

Plunge” in Wellington on 15 march 2007 (118 attendees) and mini-conference, following 

its Annual general meeting on 8 August 2007. Presentations available on AWAteA website: 

www.awatea.org.nz. 
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NORWAY
Petter hersleth, statkraft sF

Policy & Prospects
in general there are no specific goals or funding/support for ocean energy, but a new rec-

ommendation on r,d&d will be published early 2008.

Approximately 15 initiatives on Ocean energy have received support from the norwegian 

government:

•  60-70 % of the initiatives are on wave power, one project is on osmotic power and the 

rest is on tidal power.

•  8-10 of the initiatives are technology development and small-scale prototype testing 

by small technology developers.

•  there are 3-4 larger r&d projects with several project partners. 

•  there are 2-3 ongoing large scale or full-scale prototype projects. 

•  in addition, norwegian partners are involved in several projects that received support 

form ec FP6 program in 2007.

•  the world’s first prototype on osmotic power is under construction.

Research and Development
in norway there is research and development on wave energy, tidal energy and osmotic 

power. 

two wave energy research programs, co-sponsored by eu, under FP6 (app 3,4 meur) in 

three years, have key participants from norway.

An ocean energy research program (app 10 meur in 4 years), including universities from 

norway, sweden and denmark, has been initiated by statkraft, a norwegian power utility

Relevant National Association’s Activities
norwegian Offshore renewable energy Organisation (FFmFe) – a newly established group 

of energy companies in norway has the overall goal of “realize the potential of offshore 

renewable energy”.

inOre’s 1st international Phd symposium on Offshore renewable energy was held at 

Agdenes, norway, in June 2007, arranged by the international Phd network on Offshore 

renewable energy in cooperation with the norwegian centre for renewable energy 

(http://www.sffe.no).
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PORTuGAL
teresa Pontes, ineti

Policy & Prospects
Pilot Zone for Wave Energy Exploitation

the legislation to create a Pilot Zone for tests of prototypes and exploitation by pre-com-

mercial and commercial offshore farms was partly published, being expected that the final 

publication will occur in early 2008. this Zone is located off the west coast 150 km north 

of lisbon, and covers an area of approximately 400 km2, between approximately 30m and 

80 m water-depth. it will be connected to the local distribution grid for power up to 80 mW, 

and the national transportation grid for power up to 250 mW. the zone will be managed 

by an entity, with capacity for licensing, that will promote and manage the common infra-

structures, namely the connection to the electrical grid, and the nautical and surveillance 

infra-structures.

Research and Development 
mArtiFer energiA sA has continued the development of an offshore floating wave ener-

gy converter. After the selection of the final geometry, the numerical modelling (including 

the power take off and mooring) in the frequency and time domains was carried out. this 

was followed by model testing in irregular wave tank. Patents were filled.

European Contracts 

cA-Oe – co-Ordinated Action on Ocean energy – with circa 50 participants (4 from Portu-

gal), about half from industry. the main project activities were the organisation of dedi-

cated interactive workshops and short-term young researchers placements, as a vehi-

cle to exchange and analyse information for the Ocean energy development. the Wave 

energy centre participated in the core-group and coordinated the exchange of personnel 

component, ineti coordinated WP4 – Performance monitoring of Ocean energy systems, 

and instituto superior técnico (ist) acted as one of the developers. the other Portuguese 

participant was Kymaner tecnologias energéticas sA. 

WAvetrAin – research training network towards competitive Ocean Wave energy, (2004– 

2008). the contract, involving 11 participants, was coordinated by instituto superior téc-

nico, with a relevant contribution in the management by the Wave energy centre. ineti 

was responsible for WP1 –Pre-normative research. the main objectives of the project are 

the training of 15 young scientists in the field of wave energy. the proposal for the follow 

up WAvetrAin ii coordinated by the Wave energy centre obtained a good classification 

from the european commission.

seeWec – sustainable economically efficient Wave energy converter (2005 – 2008), aim-

ing at developing and deploying a prototype of FO3 device. instituto superior técnico coor-

dinated WP3 – Wave climate and environmental study.

POW´WOW – co-ordinated Action on Prediction of Waves, Wakes and Offshore Wind 

(2005-2008). this contract involves 14 participants; ineti coordinates WP1 – Offshore 

meteorology.

Aqua-ret – Aquatic renewable energy technologies (2006-2008). the objective of this 

project is the development of online e-learning sessions on marine renewable energy 

technologies in order to inform the general public and stimulate industrial and other com-

panies to act in this area. Wave energy centre is a member of this project.
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WAvePlAm – WAve energy PlAnning and marketing (2007-2010). the purpose of this 

project is to develop tools and establish the necessary conditions to find solutions for the 

probable non-technical barriers and conditioning factors that may arise with the deploy-

ment of large scale wave energy technologies. the Wave energy centre coordinates WP3 

– development of a basic guide for the promoters of wave energy projects.

National Contracts funded by the Ministry of Science and Technology 

•  self-rectifying impulse turbines for Wecs (the project terminated in 2007). it was 

coordinated by ist, and had the participation of ineti, new university of lisbon (unl). 

Preliminary numerical modelling of impulse turbine was carried out. 

•  Advanced Ocean surface data for Wave energy conversion and Primary Production 

(2006-2008). this project, incorporating two areas of knowledge, is co-ordinated by 

ineti; university of lisbon and university of minho are the other partners. in regard 

to wave energy, satellite wave data (altimeter and AsAr) were collected and its use-

fulness for resource assessment was evaluated. 

•  modelling, Optimization and control of offshore Wecs (2005-2007) – the project was 

coordinated by ist and had the participation of ineti.

•  experimental development of Offshore Wecs (2007-2010). the project is coordinated 

by ist and has the participation of ineti and university of Porto. 

•  WeAm – Wave energy Acoustic monitoring (2007-2010). this project aims to develop 

instrumentation for the assessment of underwater noise produced by wave energy 

devices and to propose a monitoring plan. the project is coordinated by the Wave 

energy centre and has the participation of the university of Algarve. 

Demonstration and Pre-Commercial Activities

Pico Plant 

this pilot plant has undergone mechanical, structural and monitoring improve-

ments, namely the replacement of the two sets of the turbine guide-vanes, the 

reinforcement of the turbine structure to avoid vibrations, the repair of the 

turbine ducts, and the replacement of data transmission cables for optical fib-

ber. these improvements have been carried out and funded by the companies 

eFAcec and mArtiFer energiA sA, and by the Wave energy centre. numerical 

modelling of the plant dynamic operation has been started by instituto superior 

técnico and the Wave energy centre. Plant testing has been performed over 

several periods along the year. 

OWC Power Plant at the mouth of Douro River, Porto.

the construction of the 750 kW OWc wave power plant, planned to be incorpo-

rated in the new breakwater at the mouth of douro river in Porto, did not start 

due to difficulties with the authorization for the modification of the two break-

water head-caissons to accommodate the two OWc chambers. 

Pelamis Wave Farm

in October, during final preparations for positioning the three 750 kW Pelamis 

machines on site at Aguçadoura (northern Portugal), it was noted that the moor-

ing units had sunk down from their earlier position, and for no obvious reason. 

Although care and attention had been exercised in the design, fabrication and 

installation of the buoyancy units employed, the integrity of the foam buoyancy 

and its encasement has clearly been compromised. replacement buoyancy units 

were supplied and are waiting for a suitable weather window for installation. Pelamis machines in leixões harbour waiting for installation
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WaveRoller 

A prototype of this bottom-mounted flat plate oscillating 

device developed by the Finish company AW-energy was 

deployed in April in Peniche, 100 km north of lisbon. it is 

reported that a new company jointly owned by AW-energy and 

the Portuguese grupo lena has been established to pursue 

the development. Plans for the construction of a 1 mW plant in 

2008 were announced. 

THE 7TH EUROPEAN WAVE AND TIDAL ENERGY CONFERENCE 

the 7th european Wave and tidal energy conference was held in Porto on 11-13 september, the chairman being 

Prof. António Falcão from instituto superior técnico. the conference was attended by about 350 participants, 

86% from europe. taking into account that wave and tidal energy are not mature technologies, the participation 

from companies was remarkably high (65%) as compared with those from universities (29%) and other institu-

tions (6%). the number of participants as well as the number of papers was significantly larger than in previous 

conferences, which shows an important increase of interest on ocean energy especially from companies. 103 

papers were selected for presentation and publication in the cd proceedings after peer review of the full-length 

paper. the proceedings can be obtained from www.ewtec2007.com.pt.

RuSSIA
Alexander A. temeev, director of Applied technologies company ltd (Atc)

Policy & Prospects
various studies, evaluations and other research evidence on renewables available in russia demonstrate that 

there is enormous potential as well as there are huge technical-economic opportunities for cost-effective ener-

gy-efficiency investments in the industrial, residential, and heating sectors. renewable energy sources in rus-

sia can play a significant and cost-effective role in energy supply in many geographic regions. however, despite 

the evidence shows that russian technological capabilities to exploit these technical-economic potentials are 

strong, the market-related capabilities are still weak. current status of the actual power production – consump-

tion in russia is characterized by domination of fuel burning technologies*. Approximately 54% of primary energy 

production consisted of natural gas burning, 19% oil product burning, 16% coal and other solid fuels burning, 

5% of the power production are those of the nuclear power and about 6% are those of the hydro-power and 

other renewables. the actual annual energy production is at a level of 26-31 Quadrillion btu. the structure of 

the electricity production in russia is characterised by the similar indexes. Approximately 72% of the electricity 

production is those of the coal, oil product and gas burning; about 13% are those of the nuclear power and about 

15% are those of the hydro-power and other renewables. At the same time, when hydroelectricity and renewable 

combustible (like wood and waste) are excluded, the share of all other renewable resources makes up less then 

0,1% of the overall energy production. russia receives practically no share of its energy supply from renewable 

energy sources.

Public funding/governmental support: state contract № 02.516.11.6108 on the development of dynamic model of 

Float Wave electric Power station (FWePs) module (amount of financing – 30000 us$).

* energy information Administration/international energy Outlook 2007.

Waveroller module in Peniche shipyard
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Research and Development 
Key institutions with r&d activities in wave and tidal energy:

•  Applied technologies company ltd (Atc) develops an offshore Float Wave electric 

Power station (FWePs) as efficient means for sea wave energy conversion and tech-

nology for hydrogen production by means of sea water electrolysis (established in 

moscow, russia). www.atecom.ru

•  “Private productive science and technical company” develops wave energy converter 

for renewable energy systems either floating or ground based (established in mos-

cow, russia). http://ocean-power.narod.ru/index.html

•  Joint stock company «scientific research institute of energy structures» develops 

an installation for tidal power conversion (established in moscow, russia). http://

www.niies.ru 

 

Technology Demonstration and Projects 

Wave Energy

the demonstrational model of the Float Wave electric Power station (FWePs) module and 

assembly units are at the completion stage of manufacturing, adjustment and test prepa-

ration. next plans include the development of full scaled 10 kW FWePs and the develop-

ment of multimodule grid installation. 

the module of FWePs consists of a mechanical wave energy converter 1, electric genera-

tor 2 and energy storage 3. they are maintained inside the sealed capsule-float of an axi-

ally symmetric streamline shape. the float is disposed on the sea surface in the direction 

of local vertical. the mechanical wave energy converter consists of an oscillatory system 

and a drive for electric generator. under the action of sea waves the float – FWePs and 

inner oscillatory system are in continuous oscillatory motion. the drive, engaged with the 

latter, provides a continuous electric generator rotation. depending on the mission it is 

possible to develop both a single modular FWePs for output power from units of watts 

up to 50 kW and multi-modular installation in a grid form of total capacity up to dozens 

of megawatts. diagram of single-module FWePs

experimental model in sea keeping basin with irregular waves and hull of FWePs pilot module under manufacturing (yellow-black cylinder in the centre of picture)
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Tidal Energy

design studies for tidal power development have been conducted in russia since the 

1930s. As part of this work, a small pilot plant with a capacity of 400 kW was constructed in 

Kislaya bay on the barents sea and commissioned in 1968. the location has now become 

an experimental site for testing new tidal power technologies.

early in 2007, gidroOgK, a subsidiary of the russian electric utility, unified energy systems 

(ues), began the installation of a 1.5 mW orthogonal turbine alongside the original Kislaya 

bay tidal facility. the experimental turbines will be thoroughly tested as part of a pilot 

project to assist in the design of large-scale tidal power plants.

there are currently two ambitious projects for tPPs in the Federation:

•  mezenski bay (on the White sea, in northern russia): proposed capacity 15 gW, annu-

al output 40 tWh;

•  tugurski bay (on the sea of Okhotsk in the russian Far east): of 7.98 gW capacity, 20 

tWh annual output.

if the 1.5 mW experimental installation at the barents sea location proves successful, ues 

intends to embark on a program for constructing giant-size tPPs such as those projected. 

SOuTH AFRICA
terence govender (eskom) and Prof. Wikus van niekerk (centre for renewable  

and sustainable energy studies, stellenbosch university). 

Ocean energy is an area where south Africa is well positioned with a significant resource 

in wave energy, 40-50 kW/m wave crest, and ocean current, the Agulhas current is esti-

mated to flow between 1-2 m/s in some places. At this time a number of groups are inves-

tigating the harvesting of wave energy. Finavera renewables have identified two sites and 

are busy with the required environmental impact assessments and permit applications. 

Other, such as the stellenbosch Wave energy converter (sWec), are still at the concept 

phase and will require significant r&d funding to commercialise. the major barriers to 

exploiting ocean energy is lack of regulations in south Africa to facilitate the development 

of renewable energy projects.

Policy & Prospects
the department of minerals and energy, the dme, has in its White Paper on renewable 

energy Policy set the following non-mandatory target for sA, which was approved by cabi-

net in november 2003. the White Paper on renewable energy Policy target states:

10 000 GWh (0.8 Mtoe) renewable energy contribution to final energy consumption by 

2013, to be produced mainly from biomass, wind, solar & small-scale hydro. The renewable 

energy is to be utilised for power generation and non-electric technologies such as solar 

water heating and bio-fuels. 

At the time of drafting this policy, Ocean energy was not part of the generation mix and 

mainly seen as research. this target is up for review in 2008.

both the dme and nersA, the national energy regulator of south Africa, are busy with 

studies investigating the possibility of a tradable renewable energy certificate and/or a 

tidal power plant in Kislaya bay on the barents sea
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feed-in tariff. to this end, the dme has set up a renewable energy Finance and subsidy 

Office that is mainly aimed at financing commercial renewable energy projects. to date, no 

ocean energy projects have been funded.

in addition, the sA government has embarked on national research program in renew-

able energy, including ocean energy. this is facilitated by the newly formed south African 

national energy research institute (sAneri) that placed a contract at stellenbosch uni-

versity to act as the national hub for the Postgraduate Program in renewable and sus-

tainable energy studies. in 2007, sAneri made approximately r 4,5 million available for 

research into renewable energy, but only a small amount, less than r 100 000 was spend 

on ocean energy research.

in addition to the targets set by the sA government in the White Paper, the Western cape 

Provincial government announced in June 2007 that the Province will source 15% of its 

energy from renewable sources by 2015. this is significant for ocean energy as the most of 

the sites where wave energy can be harvested are along this province’s coastline. the mec 

in charge of environmental Affairs and economic development stated that the Province 

will draft its own renewable energy Act and also streamline process to apply for permits 

and licences to fast-track renewable energy projects. the Province is also currently nego-

tiating a feed-in tariff with esKOm and nersA.

Research and Development 
eskom, the sA national power utility, has been investigating the possibility of using ocean 

energy conversion technologies as part of the eskom generation mix since 2003. to date, a 

resource assessment has been completed for wave energy and eskom is busy with track-

ing and assessing the progress of international technologies. in 2008, eskom will continue 

with the resource assessments and chose a site for a possible demonstration plant instal-

lation. thereafter, the necessary eiA’s will be conducted. eskom will then choose one tech-

nology to implement based on techno-economic selection criteria. research into ocean 

currents began in the late 2004 and to date detailed resources assessments are being 

conducted. 2008 will see research into turbine design, cFd studies, site selections and 

costing.

the time frame for possible implementation is for wave energy 2011 and for currents 

2011-12. 

more information can be found at: www.sabregen.co.za

At stellenbosch university a research group was formed in the eighties as part of the 

Ocean engineering research group to investigate ocean energy. After many years of 

research that quantified the ocean energy resources it was decided that wave energy 

holds the most promise and a device, the stellenbosch Wave energy converter, was devel-

oped. After extensive model-testing the project was abandoned when the price of oil fell 

to below $ 10 in the nineties. this project is currently being resurrected by a group from 

civil and mechanical engineering with involvement by outside consultant and an iPP, the 

Oelsner group.

in stellenbosch both the university as well as the csir (the national research laboratory) 

have extensive testing facilities in the form of model basins, wave plumes and a 90m tow-

ing tank. both organisations also have capacity to conduct research in ocean engineering, 

mechanical and electrical engineering.
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Key institutions:

the centre for renewable and sustainable energy studies at stel-

lenbosch university

(www.sun.ac.crses)

the centre is the national hub of the Postgraduate Program 

in renewable and sustainable energy studies and coordinates 

research and postgraduate training in the field of renewable ener-

gy, including ocean energy. the centre manages a hub and spoke 

model with researchers based at various other institutions involved 

as spokes.

the department of Oceanography at the university of cape town

(http://www.sea.uct.ac.za/index.php)

the university of cape town has a well established department 

of Oceanography that conducts research into ocean currents and 

temperature and its effect on climate change.

the coastal engineering and Port infrastructure research group 

of the csir

(http://www.csir.co.za/built_environment/infrastructure_engi-

neering/cepi.html)

csir built environment’s coastal engineering and Port infrastruc-

ture research group, originally established in 1971, provides pre-

dictive engineering solutions and decision support for the safe and 

cost-effective development and operation of ports and coastal 

sites. the group aims to use its expert knowledge, highly qualified 

and locally-based personnel to deliver solutions to engineering 

problems relating to ports and coasts. 

south African national energy research institute (sAneri)

(www.saneri.org.za)

sAneri’s strapline is “energy innovation for life” and it captures the essence of the com-

pany quite succinctly. the company strives to create and maintain a culture of innovation 

in the energy sector, to help develop south Africa’s competitiveness internationally. ener-

gy innovation for life implies sustainable benefit to communities and the ongoing pursuit 

of excellence. these are all values that are the hallmark of the company. sAneri is tasked 

with developing human capital in the energy research sector and also with funding funda-

mental and applied research in specified thematic areas, including renewable energy.

esKOm

(www.eskom.co.za)

esKOm is the national power utility that generates in excess of 95% of the electricity in the 

country and therefore a key partner in any renewable energy project.

Technology Demonstration and Projects 
One device, the sWec (stellenbosch Wave energy converter), advanced to model testing.

model testing of sWec (stellenbosch Wave energy converter)
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SPAIN
Jose luis villate, robotiker energía, tecnalia

Ocean energy in spain is having a late deployment in comparison with other countries with 

a similar ocean power potential such as uK or Portugal. nevertheless, activities involving 

ocean energy (basically wave power) have been growing steadily since 2005. in 2007, sev-

eral research projects (aiming at new concepts of wave energy converters) and four dem-

onstration projects (two under construction and another two in the pipeline) are being 

developed. besides that, the conditions to set up a test and demonstration infrastructure 

of 20mW on the basque coast have also been created. regarding association activities, 

2007 has seen the creation of a new section for marine energies (wave and tidal) inside 

the spanish renewable energy Association and approval of a national standardisation 

group for wave and tidal energy converters.

National Policy
there are not national targets in spain for ocean power, neither for electricity generation 

nor for other uses.

Only one region in spain, the basque country, has considered targets in its energy strat-

egy: 5mW of installed wave power by 2010. For that purpose, the basque government has 

allocated an investment of 15 millions euro. this investment includes a test and demon-

stration infrastructure on the basque coast of about 20mW.

Other regions of spain (galicia, Asturias, cantabria) have started analysing the marine 

energy potential but without specific targets. 

the spanish ministry of education and science supports the Pse-mAr project, the main 

spanish initiative in the field of ocean energy research. Pse-mAr is a singular and stra-

tegic Project on ocean energy, which aims to improve the competitive position of spain in 

the ocean energy world market. the budget of this project is 25m€ for the period 2005-

2009 with the objective of developing the three most promising spanish technologies for 

wave energy converters. in parallel to this, the project includes the setting-up of an experi-

mental and demonstration infrastructure in the basque coast for validation of technolo-

gies (both those developed in project Pse-mAr and other ocean energy technologies).

in november 2007, a consortium led by eve (with the participation of several european 

partners) started WAvePlAm project, partially funded by the program intelligent energy – 

europe, to speed up the introduction of wave energy onto the european renewable energy 

market, tackling in advance non-technological barriers and conditioning factors that may 

arise when these technologies are available for large-scale development.

Relevant legislation:

•  royal decree 661/2007 (may 25th), which regulates the electricity production in spe-

cial regime (it includes feed-in tariffs for renewable energy). regarding ocean power 

the general tariff is 6.86c€/kWh for the first 20 years and 6.51 c€/kWh after (about 6 

times lower than photovoltaics and similar to wind energy). nevertheless, this royal 

decree includes the possibility of negotiating a particular tariff for each ocean power 

installation but a comprehensive description of the installation is needed. 

•  royal decree 1028/2007 (July 20th), which establishes the administrative procedure 

to apply for an authorization for electricity generation installations at sea. it is mainly 

focused on offshore wind, but it also includes a simplified procedure for other marine 

technologies.
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Research and Development 

Relevant research activities:

•  Pse-mAr Project already mentioned. this project is coordinated by tecnAliA and includes the develop-

ment of three technologies of Wave energy converters from the companies PiPO systems, hidrOFlOt and 

tecnAliA.

•  there are other private initiatives to develop wave energy converters, for example the company Arlas invest, 

with the collaboration of uPc, is developing a wave energy converter based on a buoy concept.

•  WAvenergy Project (in the framework of interreg program) this project is aimed at developing a plan to 

define the actions and priorities for the development of wave energy. the project will pay special attention 

to ports as infrastructures with a large environmental impact but useful for including wave power genera-

tion. 

Key institutions 

IDAE: the institute for energy diversification and saving, idAe, is a 

public body attached to the spanish ministry of industry. its main goal 

is the achievement of national targets on energy saving and efficiency 

and renewable energies. 

www.idae.es

EVE: the basque energy Agency, eve, is a public body created by the 

basque government in 1982 with the mission to implement a coherent 

energy policy, geared towards security of supply, energy efficiency and 

reduction of environmental impact.

www.eve.es

TECNALIA: A private non-profit making technology corporation whose 

aim is to contribute to economic and social development through the 

development and dissemination of research.

www.tecnalia.info

CETMAR: A technology centre (Public Foundation) promoted by the 

regional department of Fisheries and maritime Affairs and the gen-

eral directorate of r&d of the government of galicia together with the 

spanish ministry of education and science.

 www.cetmar.org

there are also several universities working on the marine energy sec-

tor such as uPc (universidad Politécnica de cataluña), universidad de 

cantabria, universidad de la laguna and usc (universidad de santiago 

de compostela)

new sea-port of mutriku under construction with OWc wave energy technology

localisation of Powerbuoy wave farm project under construction
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Technology Demonstration and Projects 

Santoña, Cantabria: 

description electricity generation from wave energy (offshore) with Power buoy technology 

from the company Ocean Power technologies. under construction.

Promoters iberdrOlA energías marinas de cantabria s.A (partners iberdrola, idAe, 

sOdercAn, tOtAl and O.P.t.)

main characteristics 10 Power buoy´s plant

total capacity 1.39 mW (1 Power buoy with a capacity of 40 kW and 9 Power buoys with a 

capacity of 150 kW each one)

distance to the shore: 3-4 km

investment 5.8m€

Mutriku, Basque Country

description electricity generation from wave energy (onshore) with Oscillating Water column 

technology from Wavegen in the new sea-port of mutriku. under construction.

Promoters basque government, eve

total capacity 16 turbines with a capacity of 20 kW each one (320 kW of total capacity)

type of project demonstration project partially funded by the european commission under FP6.

investment 3.5m€

A Guarda, Galicia

description electricity generation from wave energy (onshore). Oscillating Water column 

technology from Wavegen in the sea-port “A guarda”. construction not started.

Promoters sea energy

main characteristics First installation at seaport “A guarda”. if it is successful, afterwards in other thir-

teen seaports

Power capacity Power capacity 600 kW

investment 1.5m€

Granadilla, Tenerife

description electricity generation from wave energy (onshore). Oscillating Water column 

technology. construction not started.

Promoters cabildo de tenerife, la laguna university, Aut. Portuaria, santa cruz, iter

Relevant National Association’s Activities
•  APPA (spanish renewable energy Association) has recently created a specific section for marine energy 

(waves and tidal). this section is coordinated by the company “seA energy s.A.” and has 10 members 

(electrA nOrte, eve, FOmensA hisPAniA, gArrAd hAssAn & PArtners, iberdrOlA energiAs renO-

vAbles, nOrventO, neO energÍA, seA energy, tecnAliA and tOtAl eOlicA)

•  AenOr (spanish standardisation body) has approved the creation of a mirror standardisation group for 

“marine energy – Wave and tidal energy converters” and the participation as observers in the international 

committee iec tc114. the first meeting will be held in February 2008.

•  eve and tecnAliA organised in January 2007 in bilbao the “second international seminar of Ocean energy” 

with the participation of about 300 delegates. 
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SWEDEN
susanna Widstrand, the swedish energy Agency (stem)

Policy & Prospects
the target of swedish energy policy is the creation of a safe and reliable energy system, with minimum environ-

mental and climate effects, all at a reasonable cost and against the background of a healthy economy.

the government’s target is that electricity production from biomass, wind power, solar energy and wave energy 

shall increase by 17 tWh by 2016 in comparison with the production quantity in 2002.

the swedish energy agency is responsible for sweden´s national energy research program. Working closely 

with universities and business, it finances technical research and knowledge development. the results of this 

research are intended to support development of the country’s energy system, while also finding applications in 

commercial activities and supporting robust energy and climate policy decisions.

Research and Development 
the wave power and marine current research at uppsala university, division for electricity and lightning, are lead 

by Professor mats leijon. there are nine Ph. d. students working with wave power projects and three working in 

marine current projects and about eight senior staff members working in the group.

http://www.el.angstrom.uu.se/meny/eng/index_e.html

the company seabased Ab works in close cooperation with researchers at the division for electricity and light-

ning research at uppsala university, sweden. seabased Ab develops the industrial solution for conversion of 

ocean wave energy to electricity. billy Johansson is the director of seabased Ab, which has eight full time employ-

ees and thirteen part time. 

Technology Demonstration and Projects 
At the moment there are two ongoing wave energy projects at uppsala university. seabased Ab has just finished 

one project and has one starting by mid december 2007.

Uppsala University:

Project: CFE-Centre for renewable electrical conversion, timeline 2004-07-01 — 2008-06-30, with a total budget 

of 4.67 milj. €, funding stem (the swedish energy Agency) 48 % . the centre develops basic research in the areas 

of wave power, marine current and vertical wind. 

Project: Research facility for Wave power – Lysekil project part II, 2006-06-01— 2009-12-31, with a total budget 

of 4.711 milj. €, fundig stem 48 %. 

the project aim is to study wave power technology under real conditions and impact from and on the environ-

ment. this pilot project consists totally of ten 10 kW generators which will be installed between 2006 and 2009, 

with the project continuing until 2014. the generators can be connected together in groups, 20-100 m below the 

surface. Power electron ics convert the varying frequency Ac from the generators to dc which is connected to a 

shore station by standard cables. An inverter then cre ates 50 hz Ac for connection to the electricity transmission 

or distribution system. in order to investigate the effects on the local environment, the project is being expanded 

with up to 30 mock buoys in order to be able to identify and investigate environmental effects more clearly. the 

technique should be able to extract energy from relatively small wave heights, as those found in for example, 

Kattegat. 
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current status:

One generator has been launched off lysekil at the swedish west coast, and con-

nected by sea cable to a load, showing good results. two more generators are 

going to be launched in the beginning of 2008. A large step during the spring of 

2007 was the launch of 21 mock buoys in the marine biological studies included in 

the project. biological/ecological studies involve:

•  effects on the seabed fauna, mainly marine invertebrates 

•  effects on fish living on the seabed (benthic) as well as on pelagic fish (living 

in the open water) 

•  effects on seabirds 

•  effects on marine mammals 

•  effects such as fouling and artificial reefs 

Seabased AB:

Project: Pre-study for commercial wave power, 2004-12-20 — 2007-09-30, total 

budget 1.2 m€, funding stem 35 %, in this project a map of a industrial process 

line, a risk analysis, and an environmental-impact assessment have been made.

Project: Performance test of wave system, 2007-12-15—2009-12-31, total budget 

2.89 m€, funding stem 50 %. the performance test includes manufacturing of pro-

totypes (20 and 50 kW), launch (at lysekil and Orkney-scotland), connection, start-

up and operation. every step comprises measurements to control the performance 

of components and systems. 

seabased generator: schematic picture and preparation 
of the generator for launch off at lysekil (courtesy from 
uppsala university).
seabased is a three-phase, permanent magnet, linear 
generator especially developed to be utilised in ocean bed 
arrays and directly driven by point absorbers (buoys) on the 
surface. 

uNITED KINGDOM
gary shanahan, department for business, enterprise and regulatory reform (berr). 

berr was established in July 2007 and took over many of the functions of the 

former department for trade and industry.

Policy & Planning
A major review of uK energy policy was carried out in 2006 in which focused on 

ensuring that the uK remains on course for achieving its key energy goals of cli-

mate and energy security. Amongst other things, the review set out proposals to 

improve the renewables Obligation (rO), the key support mechanism for renew-

able energy in the uK. specifically, to increase the requirement placed on electric-

ity suppliers to meet a growing proportion of their generation from renewable 

sources from the current 15% in 2015 up to 20% when justified and to adapt the 

rO to provide greater support to emerging technologies. Formal detailed propos-

als on how the rO may be used to assist emerging technologies formed part of an 

energy White Paper published in may 2007.
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separately, the scottish government published proposals in september 2006 that will 

amend the scottish renewables Obligation so as to provide greater support for wave and 

tidal-stream technologies. the proposed initial phase of support is for up to 75mW giving 

support levels of £175/mWh for wave and £105/mWh for tidal-stream. the new legislation 

came into force in scotland in April 2007. 

in november 2005 the then department of trade and industry (dti) published guidance on 

consenting arrangements in england & Wales for a pre-commercial demonstration phase 

that leading wave and tidal-stream (marine) energy technologies are shortly expected to 

enter. the purpose of the guidance is to provide clarity on how existing regulations will 

be interpreted and applied across government when considering consent applications for 

marine energy device demonstrations. the guidance will provide certainty for the dura-

tion of the demonstration phase, but introduces no new regulation.

in september 2006 the Welsh Assembly government announced a £1 million 3-year project 

to develop a Welsh marine renewable energy strategic Framework (mresF) that will 

ensure the sustainable development of the marine renewable energy resource contained 

within the Welsh seas.

Research, Development and Demonstration
in 2007 government continued to support research and development of marine energy 

technologies primarily through the technology Program. the objectives of the program 

and related demonstration initiatives are to stimulate innovation, develop industrial capa-

bility and to gain an understanding of the long-term commercial prospects for low-carbon 

energy technologies. these new projects brought the total support for marine energy 

technology research & development projects through the technology Program and its 

predecessors to some £30 million since 1999. r&d support for wave and tidal energy is 

also proposed through the newly established energy technologies institute – http://www.

energytechnologies.co.uk/– which announced in december 2007 a call for expressions of 

interest to develop a small number of major new development and demonstration projects 

in marine energy – each to be funded at a level of £5million to £10million

Within the r&d activities in the uK a number of full-scale prototypes are expected to be 

deployed and demonstrated during 2008. Amongst these is the seagen project led by 

marine current turbines ltd. the company expects to install their 1mW twin rotor tidal-

stream device in stangford lough, northern ireland in the first half of 2008. the carbon 

trust is supporting a £3.5 million initiative in marine renewable energy called the marine 

energy Accelerator (meA). the program aims to accelerate progress in cost reduction of 

marine energy technologies, to bring forward the time when marine energy becomes cost-

competitive. the individual projects will involve device developers and component tech-

nology manufacturers working with engineering consultants, contractors and academic 

research groups. this follows-on from the trusts’ marine energy challenge. 

in 2007 the scottish government announced grants totaling £13 million under a ’Wave 

and tidal energy support scheme’ that has total funding of £8 million. the aim of the 

scheme is to provide grants to businesses to support the installation and commissioning/

deployment of pre-commercial wave and tidal devices at emec. the scheme will also sup-

port components of projects requiring testing at emec e.g. mooring systems, foundation 

installation systems etc. that will lead to reduced project cost and/or improved operation 

and maintenance for the industry.
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A berr scheme to support the first larger-scale multi-device grid connected pre-com-

mercial demonstrations – “Wave and tidal-stream energy demonstration scheme” makes 

available a total of £42 million, with up to £9 million for individual projects. the funding is 

delivered through a combination of capital grant and revenue support. in addition to the 

capital and revenue support received under the scheme projects may also receive revenue 

from the sale of electricity and green certificates under the existing market. the scheme 

is part of a package of measures under the £50 million berr marine renewables deploy-

ment Fund. Other measures include support for infrastructure projects and a marine envi-

ronmental research program. 

the proposed ‘Wave hub’ infrastructure project is an electrical grid connection point 15 

km offshore into which wave energy devices can be connected. the chosen site is off the 

north cornwall coast. the ‘Wave hub’ approach is expected to bring a number of benefits 

to developers, including a well defined and monitored site with electrical connection to the 

onshore electricity grid and a simplified and shortened consents process, reducing the risk 

for developers of the first pre-commercial wave arrays.

the total project cost is estimated at some £28 million for 20mW capacity and berr has 

announced support of up to £4.5m towards the cost of the project and planning consent 

was announced by ministers in 2007. if the project receives the necessary support from 

the industry, then it could be commissioned as early as summer 2009.

in 2007 the european marine energy centre (emec) in Orkney opened the tidal-stream test-

ing facility in eday. the new berths are grid connected having a total capacity of 20mW. As 

well as providing world leading test facilities, the measurement and independent verifica-

tion of the performance of marine devices will form part of the services provided by emec. 

gaining an understanding of the environmental impacts of new marine technologies 

has been identified as a priority area. the uK research Advisory group (rAg) was cre-

ated by berr as a pan-government body to facilitate a co-ordinated approach among the 

regulatory and funding bodies to address the key impact issues of offshore renewables. 

the remit of rAg has now been extended to gain further understanding on the potential 

impacts of wave & tidal-stream energy generation and a total of £2 million has been allo-

cated under the mrdF to a marine energy technologies research and monitoring program. 

the results from the program are to be published and will inform decisions makers both at 

a project and strategic level.

Along with the industry-led activities and initiatives in the uK, a new £6 million 4 year pro-

gram of fundamental marine energy research involving a number of uK universities and 

known as supergen marine consortium was approved by the research councils. this new 

program builds upon research carried out under the previous supergen marine i research 

program. notably it seeks to better understand device-sea interactions and so should 

complement work that is ongoing under many of the other initiatives discussed above.

Sustainable Development Commission studying tidal power in the UK

in July 2006 a major £400k study on tidal power in the uK was commissioned by govern-

ment. the study carried out by the sustainable development commission considered the 

uK tidal resource and the technologies to harness tidal energy – including tidal barrages, 

lagoons and tidal stream technology. in particular, the study looked at the potential for 

tidal power developments in the severn estuary and related issues in depth. 
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the sustainable development commission (sdc), the uK government’s independent advi-

sory body on sustainable development published in October 2007 a report on the year – 

long major uK-wide study on tidal power. the study considered all tidal power technolo-

gies – tidal barrages and lagoons (offshore impoundments) as well as emerging tidal 

stream technologies – from a sustainable development perspective. 

the uK has significant tidal resources around its coastlines, and the sdc is interested in 

how tidal power can be developed in a sustainable way to help mitigate climate change 

and achieve targets for renewable energy. A significant part of the sdc’s brief for this 

study is to review options for tidal power in the severn estuary, which has been the sub-

ject of major studies in the past. the severn estuary, on the south-west coast of britain, 

has the second highest tidal range in the world, and is protected under european and uK 

conservation laws.

the review considers the sustainability of several proposals for a tidal barrage, the largest 

of which could generate up to 5% of the uK’s electricity demand.

Engagement with public and stakeholders A central element of the sdc’s tidal power 

study is engagement with stakeholders and the public. the sdc believes that engagement 

is essential to effective, integrated policy-making that delivers sustainable development 

on the ground. the tidal power study has provided a valuable opportunity to develop an 

integrated program of public and stakeholder engagement – in parallel to a program of 

commissioned research and information gathering on the environmental, social and eco-

nomic issues surrounding tidal power.

in march and April, the sdc held eight public and stakeholder engagement events around 

the uK with locations in Wales, england and scotland. the sdc worked with Opinion lead-

er research and the environment council to develop and deliver a program of engagement 

events around the uK. the objective of the engagement was to gain an understanding of 

the views of members of the public and stakeholders on a range of issues related to tidal 

power and renewable energy. the engagement program is being evaluated by an inde-

pendent evaluator.

Deliberative public engagement

the public engagement aimed to work at a national, regional and local level and used a 

number of different techniques to facilitate public involvement. At a local and regional 

level, the approach was to use deliberative techniques and a series of six regional work-

shops and local discussion groups were organised and facilitated by Opinion leader in 

locations around the uK. recruited members of the public were asked to consider a range 

of renewable energy and sustainability issues related to different tidal power technolo-

gies and potential tidal power developments. At a national level, 1,000 people were asked 

questions through an omnibus poll on tidal power in the uK generally, as well as some spe-

cific questions on a possible barrage across the severn estuary. this helped to provide a 

snapshot of wider public opinion to complement the face-to-face, deliberative approach.

Stakeholder workshops

the other strand of the engagement involved convening two large, one-day workshops 

for stakeholders. the workshops, held in Aberdeen, scotland, and cardiff, Wales, were 

attended by around 70 stakeholders in total. the sdc’s tidal power study has attracted 

significant interest from stakeholders since it was first announced on the sdc’s website 

in mid-2006, and a number of stakeholders had already sent through relevant research 

and evidence, thus helping the sdc to develop a good evidence base on tidal power prior 
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to the project scoping phase. the workshops, facilitated by the environment council, were an opportunity for 

stakeholders to meet each other, actively consider the issues, and directly inform the sdc’s work. the stakehold-

ers were identified through a detailed stakeholder analysis and scoping process, and represented a wide range of 

interests, including representatives from government, statutory agencies, ports, fishing, shipping, and yachting 

interests, industry, ngOs, academic institutions, and tidal technology developers.

the sdc published a report on October 1 2007. the report drew on the research and engagement, and included 

recommendations for policymakers. the commissioned research reports and the report from the engagement 

program were also published on the sdc’s website. Further information about the sdc and the tidal power study 

are available at http://www.sdcommission.org.uk/pages/tidal.html. 

Severn Tidal Power Feasibility Study

the uK government announced in september 2007 its commitment to study the feasibility of generating elec-

tricity from the tidal range of the severn estuary, which – as the sustainable development commission con-

firmed – has the potential to generate some 5% of uK electricity from a renewable indigenous resource. 

the government published the terms of reference for the Feasibility study in January 2008. 

building on the work of the sustainable development commission and earlier studies, the feasibility study will:

•  assess in broad terms the costs, benefits and impact of a project to generate power from the tidal range of 

the severn estuary, including environmental, social, regional, economic, and energy market impacts;

•  identify a single preferred tidal range project (which may be a single technology/location or a combination 

of these) from the number of options that have been proposed;

•  consider what measures the government could put in place to bring forward a project that fulfils regulatory 

requirements, and the steps that are necessary to achieve this;

•  decide, in the context of the government’s energy and climate change goals and the alternative options for 

achieving these, and after public consultation, whether the government could support a tidal power project 

in the severn estuary and on what terms.

the work will be carried out by a cross-Whitehall team led from the department for business, enterprise and 

regulatory reform, including representatives of the Welsh Assembly government and the south West regional 

development Agency, taking external advice as necessary and engaging stakeholders and the wider public. the 

study is expected to last roughly two years.

the study will look at the range of options for power generation from the severn estuary tidal range, including 

barrages, lagoons and other technologies. it will include a strategic environmental Assessment of plans for gen-

erating electricity from the severn estuary tidal range to ensure a detailed understanding of its environmental 

resource, recognising the nature conservation significance of the estuary.

the feasibility study team will report to the secretary of state for business, enterprise and regulatory reform 

supported by ministers from dclg, defra, dft, treasury, Wales Office, the Welsh Assembly government and the 

minister for the south West.

if the outcome of the feasibility study is a decision to proceed, extensive and detailed further work would be need-

ed to plan and implement a tidal power project, and secure the regulatory consents that would be required.

it is clear that a unique opportunity now presents itself for greater collaboration between government, industry 

and the research community so as to better understand the long-term prospects for marine energy as a con-

tributor to the achievement of the government’s energy goals.
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uSA
Walt musial, national renewable energy laboratory, colorado

Overall the united states has advanced itself in the field of ocean renewables this year 

on several levels. For the first time, the u.s. congress has appropriated funding to begin 

a significant research and development program at dOe. state interest has also grown, 

and key states such as Oregon and Florida have provided funding to local organizations. 

regulatory agencies have acknowledged some of the difficulties in obtaining approval for 

new technologies to be tested in open water, and have made efforts this year to address 

long regulatory delays. A test of these new policies will be to see if project approvals are 

indeed faster. new deployments have not increased significantly, but a new test facility 

was commissioned in newport Oregon this year and has begun open ocean testing on a 

limited (off-grid) basis. 

Policy & Prospects
the interest in ocean renewable energy has been growing in the united states throughout 

2007. most notably, the u.s. congress has passed for the first time appropriations to fund 

a $10 million research program for water power, which will be directed by the department 

of energy (dOe) and executed largely by the national laboratories for the coming fiscal 

year in 2008. Part of this new money will be devoted to assessing potential opportunities 

to expand the current conventional hydroelectric capacity without building new dams, but 

the emphasis will be to begin research, development and deployment activities for ocean 

renewables including wave, tidal, hydrokinetic river turbines, and ocean current devices. 

in addition, federal legislation has been passed authorizing up to $50 million dollars of 

annual funding for future years with provisions for the formation of test facilities in key 

ocean states. Although this level of appropriation is very optimistic, the legislation indi-

cates a growing federal interest and sets the stage for sustained federal funding. 

in October 2007, the Federal energy regulatory commission (Ferc), which is primarily 

responsible for permitting all ocean energy devices that are connected to the grid within 

u.s. state waters (inside 3-nautical miles from the coast), announced a new streamlined 

permitting approach for ocean energy devices that could potentially reduce the approval 

process for pilot projects under 5 mW for a 5-year license from 5 years to 6 months. how-

ever, these regulatory process advances do not apply to commercial projects. 

in november 2007, the mineral management service (mms) announced the release of a 

Programmatic environmental impact statement (Peis) that is intended to reduce the indi-

vidual developers’ efforts for siting projects in federal waters (ocean waters 3 or more 

nautical miles from shore). At the same time, mms announced that they would open the 

outer continental shelf to proposals for research and experimental projects involving the 

measurement of met ocean conditions, as well as ocean energy demonstration projects 

(excluding offshore wind). 

Ocean wave and tidal energy sources do not currently benefit from the incentives that are 

available to other renewable energy sources, but efforts to have ocean renewables recog-

nized in future legislation for renewable energy incentives are continuing. 

Research and Development 
in 2007, $4.5 million of public funding was appropriated by the state of Oregon for the 

Oregon Wave energy trust (OWet), and an additional $3.0 million was appropriated to 

establish a wave energy test site in newport, Oregon. the test facility began off-grid test-

ing this year. (see below.) 
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this year, the state of Florida provided $5 million in funding to Florida Atlantic university (FAu), where 

a research program to develop technology for ocean current turbines is being established. 

several other organizations have demonstrated or expressed interest in advancing ocean renewable 

energy development this year, including university of massachusetts at dartmouth, tacoma Power, 

snohomish county Public utility district (snoPud), maine maritime Academy, Pacific gas and electric, 

massachusetts technology collaborative, counties of lincoln and douglas, Oregon. 

in addition, bonneville Power Administration (bPA) in Washington state initiated several small tech-

nology development contracts this year. One contract went to snoPud to perform a feasibility study 

to extract tidal energy from the currents through the Admiralty strait leading into Puget sound, and 

another to tacoma Power to perform a feasibility study to extract tidal energy from the currents 

through the tacoma narrows. Another contract funded a wave energy simulator built and commis-

sioned this year at the Oregon state university (Osu) WserF (Wallace energy systems & renewa-

bles Facility). Another project funded Peregrine Power company of Portland, Oregon to advance their 

concept for developing a wave energy point-absorber. Finally, another contract went to the electric 

Power research institute to research the accuracy of wave forecasting technology.

earlier this year, dOe launched a competitive small business grant solicitation for ocean-energy 

device manufacturers under Phase i of the small business innovative research (sbir) program. the 

total amount that will be allocated is not yet known but will significantly help ocean-energy device 

manufacturers advance the development their products toward commercialization.

Finally, in addition to the $10 million of water power funding for 2008 fiscal year, Ocean Power tech-

nologies will receive $2 million dollars of congressionally directed funds to further the development 

of their point absorber wave energy devices. 

Technology Demonstration and Projects 

Oregon Wave-Energy Test Site

through collaboration with the central coastal Oregon fishing and crabbing community, a low-impact 

test berth site for wave-energy device testing was sited north of newport, Or, 2 miles west of Agate 

beach, and 1 mile southwest of the yaquina head lighthouse. the necessary permitting was com-

pleted to allow both Osu and Finavera renewables to test devices in the summer and fall of 2007. 

Osu is also moving forward with the plans for a single, full-scale test berth off newport.

Wave-Energy Linear Test Bed

to comprehensively research, test, evaluate and advance wave-energy conversion devices, Osu has 

just installed a linear test bed (ltb) in their energy systems lab at WesrF. the ltb is designed to 

generate the relative linear motion created by ocean waves to optimize wave-energy device tech-

nologies (see Figure 2; Osu’s ocean tested buoy being tested on the ltb).

•  makah bay, Washington state – Finavera received a full license from Ferc (first in the u.s.) – the 

agency that regulates interstate transmission of electricity and licenses hydroelectric projects 

in nonfederal waters – for a 1-mW wave point-absorber project consisting of four 250-kW units. 

•  reedsport, Oregon – Ocean Power technologies (OPt) completed 36-months of cumulative open 

ocean testing this year and received $2m of federal funding to continue testing of their buoy con-

cepts. they plan to deploy a 150-kw prototype next year off reedsport Oregon as the beginning 

phase of a 50-mW commercial facility. 

•  OrPc maine, the regional development company of Ocean renewable Power company, llc suc-

cessfully launched its turbine-generator unit (tgu), the OrPc maine energy tide i, december 8, 

2007. OrPc maine plans to test the unit over a three-week period off eastport, maine. 
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•  san Francisco bay – Oceana/golden gate energy was granted a prelim-

inary permit to investigate a current turbine project in san Francisco 

bay.

•  Washington state – tacoma Power was granted a preliminary permit 

to investigate a current turbine project in the tacoma narrows.

•  As of december 31, 2007, thirty nine (39) preliminary permits for tisec 

power plants have been granted by Ferc and sixteen (16) are in the 

pending stage. Further information can be obtained at the Ferc web-

site (http://www.ferc.gov/industries/hydropower/indus-act/hydroki-

netics/permits.asp).

•  As of december 31, 2007, there have been 11 preliminary wave per-

mit applications filed with Ferc (a preliminary permit gives the permit 

holder the first right of refusal to a site for a 3-year period to study 

the site and file a construction license application); four of which have 

been granted and seven of which are pending. the location of these 

sites is in the Pacific northwest. the pace of industry’s development 

can be seen in the increasing role of the investment community in the 

technology. For example, in August 2006, verdant Power closed a $15 

million institutional investment. 

•  new york, ny – verdant Power was allowed by Ferc to deploy 6 tur-

bines to support their license application for the roosevelt island tidal 

energy (rite) Project in the east river. the demonstration is support-

ed by permits from the new york state department of environmental 

conservation and u.s. Army corps of engineers. the new york state 

energy research and development Authority has partnered with ver-

dant on the project. investing over $2 million to date. 

Relevant National Association’s Activities
•  the energy Ocean 2007 conference, sponsored by Ocean News Maga-

zine, was held in August 2007 in Oahu, hawaii, and was attended by over 

250 people. the next conference will be held in June 2008, in galveston 

texas.

•  the Ocean renewable energy coalition (Orec), a major u.s. trade asso-

ciation for ocean renewables, reached a membership of 35 this year. 

•  the national renewable energy laboratory, Orec, and the minerals 

management service will sponsor the global marine renewable energy 

conference in new york city, April 17-18, 2008, to help introduce ocean 

renewable energy to the united states as part of the activities sur-

rounding the 14th ieA-Oes executive committee meeting that will be 

held on April 15-16 in new york city at the headquarters on the Ameri-

can national standards Organization (Ansi). 

•  the national hydro Association (nhA) will sponsor its bi-annual hydro-

vision meeting in sacramento, cA from July 14-18, 2008. Ocean energy 

will be featured in many of the sessions.

 

Figure 1 – Osu Open Ocean testing of seabeav1

Osu Wave energy linear test bed with seabeavi

OrPc testing december 2007 – shows the unit being prepared off the back 
of a barge
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About IEA-OES

the ieA’s program of international energy technology co-operation includes a mechanism called an “implement-

ing Agreement” (iA). there are currently 42 implementing Agreements under the ieA international energy 

technology co-operation Framework. the newest implementing Agreement in the renewable energy strand is 

the Ocean energy systems implementing Agreement (ieA-Oes). this iA was established in 2001 with the mission 

of enhancing international collaboration to make ocean energy technologies a significant energy option in the 

mid-term future. by end 2007, 11 countries and the european commission are members of the ieA-Oes.

www.iea-oceans.org




